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CREATIVE, CULTURAL AND COASTAL
EXPLORING PLYMOUTH AS WE APPROACH MAYFLOWER 400
By Laura Porter
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nown as Britain’s Ocean City, Plymouth has a
stunning waterfront position. It’s an enviable
location with clean air, easy access to coast
and country, and a vibrant cultural scene.

Plymouth City Council said, “2020 gives us the
opportunity to re-examine our past and to genuinely
reflect on the English colonization of America and
its consequences.”
When King Henry VIII broke away from the
Catholic Church to divorce Catherine of Aragon,
this brought the start of the English Reformation in
1533. Unhappy with the English church, a group of
religious separatists planned to escape to Holland.
Following failed attempts and time in prison, the
group eventually made it to Leiden, Holland in
1608 and lived there for 12 years.
In August 1620, an agreement was made with
the Virginia Company to travel to the New World
and create a new community. The Leiden separatists
set sail on the Speedwell for England to meet the
Mayflower – a vessel previously used for shipping
wine, tar, herring, and timber.
Those separatists who had remained in England
boarded the Mayflower in London, including
Captain Christopher Jones and his crew plus nonpilgrim ‘strangers’ who were going to America to
work.
The Speedwell soon because unfit for purpose,
so everyone had to travel on the Mayflower. Of the
102 passengers, 41 were from the original Leiden
community, and there were 61 migrants from
England, plus 20–30 crew. Amongst the passengers,
there were three pregnant women onboard.
The Mayflower left Plymouth on 16 September
1620 for what was to become one of the most
influential journeys in global history and a defining
moment in the shared history of Britain, the US and
the Netherlands.
During a storm, John Howland fell overboard
and was almost lost at sea but managed to grab
the topsail halyards, giving the crew enough time
to rescue him with a boat hook. His descendants
include Franklin D Roosevelt, George H W Bush,
George W Bush, the poet Ralph Waldo Emerson
and Humphrey Bogart.
By mid-November 1620 they had arrived in
Cape Cod, but it took until 26 December 1620 for
the Mayflower finally to arrive in what is today
Plymouth, Massachusetts.
To ensure the survivors of the arduous journey
worked together, they drew up the Mayflower
Compact – an agreement for how their lives would
be governed. This pioneering document that would
go on to inspire the Constitution of the United

LOCATION & TRAVEL
Plymouth is a proud naval city in southwest
England. It’s one of the largest cities on the south
coast and the fifteenth largest city in the UK.
Plymouth is in Devon and is connected to Cornwall
via the Tamar Bridge.
The nearest airport is in Exeter, or you
can catch a ferry directly here from Roscoff in
France or Santander in Spain. From London, it’s
about a 3-hour train journey. This would be my
recommended mode of transport as the train goes
along the coast side track in Dawlish that is literally
right next to the sea!
The city neighborhoods break down from east to
west as Royal William Yard, Millbay and West Hoe,
The Hoe, Barbican and Sutton Harbour. The city
center area is to the north of The Hoe.

THE BLITZ
Plymouth’s docks and naval base made it a
major target in WWII. There were 59 bombing raids
in Plymouth in 1940 and 1941. The shell of Charles
Cross Church has been kept as a reminder.
Because of this devastation, Plymouth has the
highest number of post-war listed buildings outside
London. I was told that Plymouth would have
looked more like Edinburgh before the need for fast
rebuilding in the 1950s and ‘60s.
But it’s not all new as there are over 750 listed
buildings in Plymouth and over 100 can be found
around Plymouth’s Barbican where you’ll find the
highest concentration of cobbled streets in England.

THE MAYFLOWER
More than 30 million US citizens can trace
their ancestry to the 102 passengers, plus the crew,
who sailed on the Mayflower for a fresh start in
the New World. 2020 will commemorate the 400th
anniversary of the Mayflower’s pioneering voyage.
The Head of Heritage, Art, and Film at
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FAMOUS NAMES

States of America.
The Mayflower passengers did not, of course,
land in a place devoid of people or culture. During
the 1600s, the native Wampanoag population
encountered European seafarers. In 1614, an
English captain captured 20 Wampanoag men,
sailed them to Spain and sold them as slaves.
Between 1616 and 1619, three epidemics of
European diseases decimated the Wampanoag
population. When the passengers of the Mayflower
arrived in the winter of 1620, they saw the impact
of the loss. Settling in the abandoned village of
Patuxet, the colonists brought new challenges to the
Wampanoag people. Over 400 years there has been
co-operation, co-existence, and conflict.
The relationship with the native Wampanoag
people would be key to the Mayflower passengers’
survival, as they would learn to hunt and grow
crops. A bountiful harvest in the autumn of 1621
would be celebrated in prayer and become known as
the first Thanksgiving.

Elizabeth I’s privateer Sir Francis Drake (1563–
1596) was the first Englishman to circumnavigate
the globe. He was one of the most celebrated and
respected seamen of his time and became Mayor of
Plymouth in September 1581. He then went on to
become a member of parliament in 1581, 1584 and
1593.
It’s said Drake played bowls at The Hoe as
he received news of the Spanish Armada’s arrival
on 20 July 1588. He concluded his game which
appeared to be an act of heroism, but he probably
knew full well that the wind and tide conditions at
that particular moment precluded the English Fleet
from putting to sea immediately from Plymouth.
When he eventually went out to sea, he defeated the
Spanish Armada.
Plymouth has been a gateway for centuries.
Pocahontas arrived in Plymouth on 3 June 1616
with her husband John Rolfe, their 1-year-old
son Thomas, governor Sir Thomas Dale and an
entourage to emphasize her importance as the
daughter of the chief of the Pamunkey tribe.
Captain James Cook (1728–1779) set sail on
the first voyage of discovery on The Endeavour
from Plymouth in 1768. It was the first ship to reach
Australia, and he set foot at Botany Bay in 1770.
Plymouth-born portrait artist Sir Joshua
Reynolds (1723–1792) was the founding President
of the Royal Academy and Painter to the King.
When French Emperor Napoléon Bonaparte
(1769–1821) was held captive on HMS Bellerophon
in Plymouth Sound in 1815, thousands of people
wanted to catch sight of him. On the day it was
reported that some 8,000 people took to the water in
small boats to get a better view.
Plymouth-born Royal Navy officer Captain
Robert Falcon Scott (1868–1912), best known as
Scott of Antarctica, became world-famous after
a successful first exploration of Antarctica on the
Discovery Expedition (1901–1904).
The Beatles visited Plymouth to take a famous
photo in 1967 during the filming of the ‘Magical
Mystery Tour’ movie. You can see the backside
copper casts known as the ‘Beatles bums’ on The
Hoe, marking the site where John, Paul, George and
Ringo sat to enjoy the view.
Lady Nancy Astor (1879–1964), the first female
MP in 1919, lived on Elliot Terrace. There’s a

MAYFLOWER 400
COMMEMORATIONS
Starting from Thanksgiving 2019, there are
twelve months of commemorations taking place at
landmark locations in the UK, Netherlands and the
US.
Even though the Mayflower passengers were
only in Plymouth for a few days, as it was their
departure point from Britain there are lots of
festivities planned including:
The Mayflower Ocean Festival is on 4–10 May
2020, and Mayflower Week is 14–20 September
2020. The Mayflower Ceremony – a four-national
civic ceremony commemorating the Mayflower’s
journey – will be on the 400th anniversary of the
sailing date, 16 September 2020.
The Illuminate Light Festival will formally
open and close the commemorations in Plymouth
in November 2019 and 2020 with buildings across
the waterfront featuring a myriad of digital lighting
effects.
If you can’t time your visit for one of these
events, there are three trails being written to help
you explore the Mayflower heritage in the area.
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campaign to get a statue of her erected at The Hoe.
And, bringing us right up to date, the British
diving champion Tom Daley (1994–) is also from
Plymouth.

DID YOU KNOW?
•

ATTRACTIONS

•

The Hoe & Smeaton’s Tower
The Hoe is a green-lawned public space in the
heart of Plymouth overlooking Plymouth Sound
– a bay on the English Channel creating a natural
harbor. The park has war memorials and statues,
including one of Sir Francis Drake. And at the
eastern end, you’ll find the seventeenth-century
fortress, The Royal Citadel, still in use today. Look
down from the park to see the Grade II listed Art
Deco Tinside Lido, open to the public for bathing
during the summer months.
Smeaton’s Tower is the iconic red and white
striped lighthouse landmark you see on all of the
Plymouth postcards. Named after civil engineer
John Smeaton, this was in use on the Eddystone
Reef from 1759 to 1877 until the rocks it was built
upon eroded too far, and it was deemed unsafe.
The original plinth can still be seen next to the new
lighthouse, and the rest was dismantled and rebuilt
on Plymouth Hoe.
At 72 foot high, Smeaton’s Tower offers
fantastic views. Visitors can climb the 93 steps to
the lantern room by fixed central ladders to reach
each level.

•

•

There are 52 other Plymouths in the
world but only one original.
Gum from Plymouth-based Wrigley
is savored in over 180 countries.
In one day, the Plymouth factory
produces over three million packets
of chewing gum.
Plymouth was one of the first places
in the UK to have a lifeboat, with
the first stationed here in 1803.
The RNLI was set up in 1824
and formally took over running
the Plymouth lifeboat station the
following year.
Britain’s earliest pasty recipe
dates back to 1510, discovered
hidden within one of the Plymouth
Borough account books. You can
buy a cuddly pasty toy at the Tourist
Information Centre!

Royal William Yard
Designed by Sir John Rennie (1794–1874)
for the Royal Navy, Royal William Yard was
constructed between 1826 and 1835. It is on a
peninsula at Devil’s Point on the east of the city.
Royal William Yard is considered to be one of the
most important groups of historic military buildings
in Britain and the largest collection of Grade I listed
military buildings in Europe.
The original purpose of the Yard was to supply
victuals – food, drink, and provisions – for the
Royal Navy. In 1992 the Navy gave up ownership
of the land and buildings, and it now houses
restaurants, bars, galleries, shops as well as luxury
accommodation. The names of the buildings – Mills
Bakery, Brewhouse, Slaughterhouse – reflect their
historic uses.
It’s well worth spending a day here as you reach
Royal William Yard via Durnsford Street so stop
to admire the stunning Georgian townhouses. Then
enter the Yard under the twice lifesize statue of
William IV and stroll around the cobbled streets.

Mayflower Museum
Opposite the Mayflower Steps, the familyfriendly Mayflower Museum in the Barbican
explores the story of the Mayflower and the
pilgrims’ journey to the New World. Set over three
floors, a visit starts at the top stepping out onto a
balcony to see the panoramic views.
The Mayflower Pilgrims Remembered Gallery
explains the story of the passengers who made the
courageous journey in 1620. And the final gallery
features a model of the Mayflower Ship. It’s only a
few pounds to visit, and you won’t need long, but if
you’re interested in the story, it does help to bring it
to life.
9

Opening in April 2020, The Box is a new
flagship cultural attraction including the city
museum, art gallery, and archives. It’s a symbol
for Plymouth’s current regeneration and will have
gallery displays, art exhibitions from high profile
artists as well as events and performances that take
visitors on a journey from pre-history to the present
and beyond.
When it opens, ‘Mayflower 400: Legend and
Legacy’ will be the national commemorative
exhibition for the 400th anniversary of the
Mayflower journey.

LAURA’S TOP 10
PLYMOUTH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smeaton’s Tower
Royal William Yard
National Marine Aquarium
Plymouth Gin Distillery
Barbican
The Box (opening in 2020)
Boat trip
Elizabethan House
Beatles bums
South West Coastal Path walk

Barbican

Go wine tasting at Le Vignoble or have dinner
at Bistrot Pierre. Have a coffee at The Hutong Cafe
by the Yard entrance, or relax at Column Bakehouse
and try learning something new at Ocean Studios.
Their shop is also a must-see as the handmade
goods (perfect for buying unique gifts) are so wellpriced. Walk the South West Coastal Path through
the Yard as it’s connected by the ‘Stairway to
Devon’ or catch a ferry to the Barbican area or over
to Cornwall (it only takes minutes). And you don’t
have to leave as the gorgeous Rooms by Bistrot
Pierre mean you can stay in the old naval officers’
building.

National Marine Aquarium
The award-winning National Marine Aquarium
has the largest and deepest tank in the UK. There
are four zones with over 4,000 marine animals
including sharks, jellyfish and Friday, the Green
Turtle. There are hosts (staff) in each zone, and they
are very knowledgeable so do have a chat. Because
of them, I got to see a shark that was only one week
old and a shark embryo that still had many months
to grow inside a ‘mermaid’s purse.’ There are lots
of regular talks and feeding times, and it is very
family-friendly. Tickets are valid for a year, and I’d
definitely recommend adding on a VIP Behind the
Scenes tour as it was fascinating.

The historic Barbican harbor is one of the
largest areas of cobbled streets in the UK with more
than 200 listed buildings, many of them Tudor and
Jacobean. The main street is Southside Street, but
it’s also worth exploring the narrow lanes too.
You’ll want to go to the Plymouth Gin Distillery
where you can take a tour and even create your own
gin. The building dates from the early 1400s and
was a former monastery. But don’t spend all day
there (even though the Refectory Bar and Barbican
Kitchen restaurant are both brilliant) as Southside
Street has some lovely boutique shops, art galleries,
and eateries.
Opposite Plymouth Gin is The House That Jack
Built – a collection of independent traders. My
favorite was ‘Rockpool Trading’ at the front that
promotes and sells handmade items from designers
based in Devon and Cornwall making it a perfect
place to buy gifts and souvenirs.
There are lots of places to eat including the
award-winning Harbourside Fish and Chips where
I can recommend the pea fritters. Jacka Bakery
is Britain’s oldest commercially working bakery
dating back to 1597, and it’s claimed they supplied
biscuits to the Mayflower voyage to the New World.
Pilgrims Ice Cream is also in a historic building
although I don’t think the separatists bought a mint
choc chip cone for the journey. But you can see the
Mayflower Steps from where the passengers set sail.

Plymouth Gin Distillery Tour
There are three tours on offer here, and now I’ve
tried the 40-minute distillery tour I plan to return
to try another. Some of the Mayflower passengers

The Box
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are said to have spent their last night in England at
Plymouth’s Black Friars building on the Barbican
where Plymouth Gin is located today. Plymouth Gin
has been around since 1793 and is still produced
in the same distillery using a blend of seven
botanicals and Dartmouth spring water. Take a
tour of England’s oldest working gin distillery, and
you’ll get to try Winston Church’s favorite tipple in
the bar afterward. If drinking in the morning is a bit
hardcore for you, do visit the gift shop as that’s the
oldest part of the building.

they’ve recently opened their own tea plantation –
the first in Devon and only the second in England.
Who can resist chips at the seaside? Harbourside
Fish & Chips has a restaurant and two takeaway
shops in the Barbican. There’s also the excellent
Rockfish seafood restaurant next to the aquarium in
Sutton Harbour.
There’s a Marco Pierre White restaurant on the
top floor of the Crowne Plaza hotel that gives great
views over The Hoe. And The Greedy Goose has a
contemporary seasonal menu in Plymouth’s oldest
building, dating back to 1487.
The best pizza in town is from Knead Pizza in
Plymouth Market. It’s sourdough bases with vegan
options, and it’s all delicious. Eat in or delivery
available.
If you’re catching a ferry, The Dock restaurant
comes recommended. But if you prefer watching
yachts, you need to go to Honky Tony Wine
Library. It’s a deli and wine shop that also serves
delicious platters to share while looking out at
Sutton Harbour.
When it’s gin time you could go to the
Refectory Bar at Plymouth Gin distillery, but the
gin flight at Barbican Botanicals Gin Room is also
recommended. And the best tip for a ‘secret’ bar
is Tigermilk at the Duke – an underground 1920s
speakeasy-inspired cocktail bar below the Duke of
Cornwall Hotel. It’s got board games so come with
friends as it’s open late.

Elizabethan Gardens and Elizabethan House
This lovely garden is a peaceful spot with low
box hedges containing beds of colorful flowers and
fragrant herbs in an Elizabethan style although it
was actually built in 1970. It’s four gardens linked
together looking as they might have done around
400 years ago.
Also on New Street, the Elizabethan House is a
rare surviving example of its time and still retains
many of its original features. There are seven rooms
across three floors with white lime-washed plaster
walls, bare wooden floors and oak beams which
may have been salvaged from a ship and a central
newel post which was once a ship’s mast.

Plymouth Boat Trips
Plymouth Boat Trips offer harbor cruises as well
as Fish ‘n’ Trips. You can then ‘cook your catch’
at The Boathouse Café. The Cremyll Ferry links
Devon and Cornwall, and they run the ferry service
from Royal William Yard to Barbican too.
Try paddleboarding to get closer to the water, or
dive right in at the Tinside Lido.

SHOPPING
Drake Circus is the modern mall in the
city center with over 70 well-known shops and
restaurants. There are more shops and banks in
the pedestrianized shopping area on the way to
Plymouth Market. This covered market is open six
days a week and has been here since 1959. It’s a
great place for a bargain or to stop for coffee, and
there are lovely craft stalls around the edge.
My best tips for more unusual gift shopping
would be Column Bakehouse at Royal William Yard
and the independent shops along Southside Street in
the Barbican (both mentioned above).

EAT AND DRINK
When in Devon, you’ve got to have a cream tea
(it’s cream before jam on scones here). The hotels
have afternoon tea so try the Duke of Cornwall in
Millbay, the Crown Plaza in the Hoe or Boringdon
Hall for that country manor style. The Flower Café
on Southside Street has a unicorn afternoon tea that
seems perfect for children, and The Tudor Rose
Tearooms on New Street look particularly lovely.
I wish I’d been able to try Plymouth Tea as

NIGHTLIFE
Theatre Royal Plymouth is the best attended
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and largest regional producing theatre in the UK
and launches many major productions bound
for London’s West End. For a more intimate
experience, the Barbican Theatre has comedy nights
plus jazz and soul music in the bar.
For big-name music acts, Plymouth Pavilions
has performances throughout the year. It’s also
home to the Plymouth Raiders basketball team, and
there’s an ice rink here too.

ACCOMMODATION
I was fortunate enough to stay in three very
different hotels to give you a better insight into the
accommodation in Plymouth.
At Royal William Yard I stayed at Residence
One – Rooms by Bistrot Pierre which is a collection
of 14 stylish rooms that were once naval officers’
homes. The Georgian building has large rooms
full of periodic architectural charm including cast
iron fireplaces and radiators plus wooden window
shutters that fold away into the wall. The Reception
is across the green in the Bistrot Pierre restaurant,
so it doesn’t necessarily feel like you’re staying in a
12

hotel. It’s a really quiet location and a perfect base
to explore the South West Coastal Path.
At the Crowne Plaza in the Hoe, I had a room
overlooking Hoe Park and the sea beyond, and I
could see Smeaton’s Tower from my window. It’s a
really nice modern four-star hotel with everything
you would expect in the room plus fantastic
facilities such as a swimming pool and the Marco
Pierre White restaurant. It’s a short walk away from
the Barbican and a fantastic central base.
Created as the city’s first luxury hotel in 1863,
Sir John Betjeman described the Duke of Cornwall
Hotel as “one the finest examples of Victorian
gothic architecture he had ever seen.” This is the
kind of place where everyone remembers your
name and staff do all they can to ensure your stay
is enjoyable. I had the Shackleton room, named
after the celebrated explorer Ernest Shackleton
as he stayed at the Duke before setting out on his
infamous Antarctic expedition on the Endurance.
This is an excellent central location next to
Plymouth Pavilions.
Plymouth also has lots of B&Bs, and there’s a
Premier Inn near the aquarium. (Great for families
as kids stay free and get a free breakfast.) There are

also some impressive apartments to rent across the
city. And for when only luxury will do, Boringdon
Hall is the impressive country house hotel and spa a
few miles outside of the city.

ANNUAL EVENTS
Plymouth is a year-round destination, but there
are some really good annual events to be aware
of. Pirates Weekend is in May, and it’s not just the
kids who dress up. The fun takes place around the
Barbican, Sutton Harbican, and West Hoe Park.
Also in May, the Lord Mayor’s Festival welcomes
in the new Lord Mayor with lots of celebrations.
The British Fireworks Championships are on
The Hoe in August. And the town lights up again in
November for Illuminate – the south west’s largest
free light show. For 2019 and 2020 it will also mark
the beginning and end of 12 months of Mayflower
commemorations.

WOULD I GO BACK?

FURTHER AFIELD

I really enjoyed my visit to Plymouth. It was
an easy journey from London, and I was impressed
by how much there is do in the city. Royal William
Yard is simply stunning, and I was soon thinking
about the many reasons to return such as a trip to
Mount Edgcumbe on the Cremyll Ferry, as well
as to go gift shopping at Column Bakehouse or to
learn a new skill at Ocean Studios.
The Box is also going to be a great reason to
return to Plymouth as it should be outstanding.
And to see the Elizabethan House and Elizabethan
Gardens goes on the list too. I reckon a whole
weekend could be planned around doing a Master
Distiller’s Tour at Plymouth Gin as you get to create
your own gin blend. I’d also spend every weekend
lunchtime at the Honky Tonk Wine Library if I
could as it was such a relaxed and welcoming
environment with great food and drink.
The behind-the-scenes tour at the National
Marine Aquarium was brilliant, and if I lived nearer,
I would definitely sign up my 12-year-old daughter
for Ocean Squad. All in all, I was in no rush to leave
Plymouth and now have some understanding of
how much Britain’s Ocean City has to offer. And,
of course, there’s all the fun coming for Mayflower
400 throughout 2020 so, yes, I’m looking forward
to returning soon.

Renting a car will make further explorations
easier although there is a ‘Devon Day’ bus ticket
available that covers all the local buses across the
county for under £10.
Dartmoor National Park is just a few miles
from Plymouth city center. It’s the same size as
London but with more sheep than people. You’ll
be rewarded with views from heather-covered
moorland and will hopefully see the Dartmoor
ponies. You could also stop at Dartmoor Prison
Museum that tells the story of French prisoners
from the Napoleonic Wars, Americans from the War
of 1812 and convicts from 1850.
There are plenty of National Trust locations
close to Plymouth and across Devon. Saltram is
a magnificent mansion on the banks of the River
Plym. This Georgian villa featured in the 1995
adaptation of ‘Sense and Sensibility’ as Norland
Park, the home of the Dashwoods. And over in
Cornwall, Antony House was the garden setting for
Tim Burton’s 2010 ‘Alice in Wonderland.’
You can find quieter beaches in neighboring
villages Kingsand and Cawsand which both are
historical fishing and smuggling villages, and both
have stunning views across Plymouth Sound.
13

BRIT BOOK CORNER
London Uncovered - 2nd Edition by Peter Dazeley and
Mark Daly
The 1st edition of London Uncovered is one of my most favorite books about London. The
large, coffee table format featured the beautiful photography of veteran photographer Peter
Dazeley, who was given access to many locations in London that are usually closed off to
the public. He took some amazing pictures and the book was quite a success, so I was very
excited to see the a 2nd edition was now coming out. The second edition features many of
the same great pictures and accompanying text but it also features a new line-up of places
that Peter wasn’t able to get access to last time. There are a total of sixteen new locations
in the new edition such as Denis Severs House, the New Design Museum, the RAC Club,
Sir John Soane’s Museum, among others. If you already own the first edition, I still highly
recommend picking up the new one - it’s a beautiful and amazing book. White Lion Publishing
$50

Lost Dorset: The Villages & Countryside by David Burnett
I’ve found it! The one book about Dorset that doesn’t feature a single picture of the iconic
Gold Hill. Lost Dorset is a visual treat. It’s an exploration of a collection of postcards of
Dorset, focusing on scenes and places that are no longer there or have been changed
substantially. It’s a remarkable time machine through my favorite county in Britain. There’s
hundreds of pictures to look at. Each description does an excellent job of putting the picture
in context with the landscape and Dorset’s history. Many of the people are even actually
identified by name, thanks to the great research the writer has done. The book is divided
into sections focusing on various aspects of life in Dorset in the late Victorian era, such as:
The Post,Village Life, Shops, Landscapes, Great Houses and much more. The beginning of
each section has a nice introductory essay that prepares you for what you’re going to look
at. Overall, it’s a lovely book if you have any interest in Dorset or its history. Dovecote Press
$35

Victorian London Through Time - Colin Manton
This is a fun new book about London. An excellent survey of Victorian London compared to
now with color photos. So much history to explore, so much of Victorian London has been
lost. I personally love books like this (which is why we have the Then & Now section in this
very magazine). About the book: The Victorian era saw great changes to the nation’s capital.
This book illustrates the nineteenth-century aspects of London that the Victorians were
so proud of: the pioneering public health engineering of Bazalgette’s system of intercepting
sewers; the magnificent public buildings such as the ‘new’ Gothic Houses of Parliament and
Big Ben; the classical and iconic British Museum; the great Natural History Museum; massive
new railway termini and railway hotels; and, of course, the world’s first underground railway.
The book also looks at the less savory side of Victorian life: public hangings at Newgate,
and the world known to Charles Dickens, contrasting scenes of squalor around St Giles to
the magnificence of the Great Exhibition, dubbed the ‘Crystal Palace.’ Through an intriguing
selection of Victorian engravings and contemporary photographs, this book compares
the ‘world city’ that was so imaginatively and confidently developed by the Victorians
with today’s dynamic, multicultural city of commerce and culture, which so often hits the
headlines. Amberley $22.95
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Elizabeth Revealed by Lucinda Hawksley
This book, published by Historic Royal Palaces, is a wonderful look at the Queen’s life in the
framework of 500 facts. It’s divided into sections that cover various topics in her life. The
facts are all short and interesting. The book is well laid out and they’ve used a ton of great
Royal related pictures from the various archives. It’s a fun read and a great gift for the Royal
Watcher in your life. Reading 500 individual facts could get tedious very quickly, but the way
the book is broken up and organized makes it a joy to read and even if you think you know
everything about The Queen, you’ll still learn something new. HRP/University of Chicago
Press $30

Modern London by Lukas Novotny
London is a treasure trove of different architecture styles, many of which have been built in
the last 80 years or so. This make London a city that’s a mishmash of various architectures
and is one of the reasons I love the city so much. There’s so much variety and much to
admire. Most of the attention is usually focused on the ‘older’ buildings but London has tons
of beautiful newer buildings as well. That’s the focus of Modern London by Lukas Novotny. It’s
an illustrated guide to London’s architectural cityscape from the 1920’s to present day. Lukas
has made some beautiful illustrations of some of London’s most iconic buildings. There’s also
interesting facts about each of the buildings. It’s an excellent guide and I really like that he’s
drawn and written about building that aren’t actually there anymore. It’s very interesting to
see even the modern buildings that haven’t endured in London’s skyline. This book is a must
have for anyone who loves London’s architectural heritage. White Lion Publishing $18.99

Kensington Palace by Olivia Fryman
Kensington Palace has played a role in Royal History for centuries and it’s high time there
was a glossy book dedicated to the history of the place. Kensington Palace, edited by Olivia
Fryman - a former curator at Historic Royal Palaces - is a triumph of history, art and culture.
Rather than a narrative history of the palace, the book is a fascinating series of essays that
talks about various aspects of the history of the place - from its origins to its relationship
with the various monarchs to it’s current status as a home for Prince William and Harry
and their families. This is a big, beautiful coffee table book with plenty of wonderful color
photos. The essays, by a variety of authors and expects on British history, are engaging and
fascinating. If you want an insight into the Royal History of Kensington Palace along with that
particular area of London - this book is for you! Yale University Press $75

Constable’s Skies by Mark Evans
I’m a huge fan of British Landscape Painter John Constable, so I was chuffed to receive an
advance copy of this lovely little book. It’s a study on Constable’s works through his painting
of the sky - something he was particularly adept at. The book sort of turns into an excellent
meditation on the Great British Weather. Highly recommended for fans of British Art. About
the book: “A beautiful, gift-sized volume celebrating Constable’s enduring fascination and
engagement with the sky John Constable was one of the supreme painters of the weather,
and his depictions of the sky are essential components of all his landscape paintings, from
famous works such as The Hay Wain and Salisbury Cathedral from the Meadows to his
numerous cloud studies painted on Hampstead Heath, culminating in paintings that are all
sky; the landscape beneath is completely absent.” Thames & Hudson $19.95
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THEN - Tyneham, Dorset
Tyneham was a beautiful small village located near the coast of Dorset. Historically, it was
like thousands of other unremarkable villages in Britain. But then events of history made
it remarkable. It was a sleepy place, where most of the people who lived there worked for
the local landed estate (and Tyneham House). Then, one day in the 1940s, a notice was
boarded on the church that informed residents that they would have to leave the village
within 30 days. World War II was raging, and the village would be needed for the war
effort. The allies needed the local area to practice for the impending D-Day Invasions.
Residents did their bit and left without protest, hoping to return when the war was over.
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NOW - Tyneham, Dorset
Residents were never allowed to return. The village was turned into a ruin, and the entire
area surrounding the village became a shooting range, and it is until this day. Access to
the ruins of the village is only on certain days, and anyone who visits must stay on the
footpaths as the area around the village is dangerous. There are few villages in Britain
like this - wholly abandoned in the modern era, so it’s a ghostly place. It feels like life
just stopped one day and never returned. The church was recently restored, and former
residents are allowed to occasionally worship there or be buried in the cemetery. But over
70 years later, the village is now a permanent ruin, and no one will ever live there again.
It’s a beautiful and sad place.
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THE LIFE OF A QUEEN
ELIZABETH’S ROYAL WEDDING
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M

ost of us will remember the excitement
surrounding Prince William and Catherine
Middleton’s wedding in 2011, and a lot of
us will remember watching Charles and Diana’s
fairy tale wedding on TV when we were kids.
Compared to those lavish affairs, Elizabeth and
Philip’s wedding was fairly restrained. It was, after
all, only a few years since the end of the war and
the country was still feeling the effects. England
had been hit hard and was still suffering from empty
farmland, empty factories, high unemployment and
taxes, rationing, and a weakened economy. King
George VI’s Chancellor of the Exchequer called
1947, the year of Elizabeth’s marriage, “annus
horrendus,” the horrendous year (and you know it
must be bad if you have to express it in Latin). And
yet, for Philip and Elizabeth, life looked grand.
Philip and Elizabeth were, like most royalty in
Europe, related, sharing great-great-grandparents
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. As royal cousins,
they came across each other several times in their
younger years, at family weddings and at the
coronation of Elizabeth’s father. But it wasn’t until
1939 when Elizabeth was 13 and Philip was 18 that
the relationship really started to take hold. Philip
was a young, handsome, dashing cadet at the Royal
Naval College in Dartmouth when Elizabeth went
for a visit with her parents and Margaret. Elizabeth
was smitten from the start, Philip maybe not so
much (she was, after all, 13, and this wasn’t Romeo
and Juliet). Ever the social climber, Philip’s uncle
and Elizabeth’s cousin, Lord Louis Mountbatten,
affectionately known as Uncle Dickie, arranged
for Philip to be invited to tea at the palace shortly
after. Crawfie, the princesses’ nanny, noticed that
Elizabeth “never took her eyes off him,” even
though Philip didn’t seem to notice. Soon it was
the war years, yet Philip made several visits to see
the family at Windsor, and Elizabeth wrote to him
while he was serving with the Royal Navy in the
Mediterranean and the Pacific. As we remember
from our last article, Elizabeth did a lot of growing
up during the war years, and by the time Philip
returned, he was paying her quite a lot of attention.
As their cousin, Patricia Mountbatten recalls, “she
would not have been a difficult person to love,” and
Crawfie described him saying, “He came into the
Palace like a refreshing sea breeze.”
But what was Philip’s story and could he have
possibly been worthy of marrying the future Queen

of England, so beloved by her parents? Elizabeth’s
mother and quite a few others didn’t think so, at
least not at first. Philip was born Prince Philip of
Greece and Denmark in Corfu just before a coup
when his family was exiled from Greece. He was
raised in Paris in an unhappy and unloving home.
His father spent a lot of time with his girlfriends,
and his mother soon had a nervous breakdown and
left to join a convent. He was fond of his sisters,
but most of them married Nazis or suspected
Nazi-sympathizers, and one of them, Cecilia, and
her family died in a plane crash while Philip was
at school in Scotland. Philip was very much on
his own. At the age of 8, Philip was sent off to
boarding school and from then on was, in essence,
homeless and neglected by his family. He first went
to school in Germany, but only for a year when the
war forced him to move on to Gordonstoun School
in Scotland (the school in that horrible episode of
The Crown, you may remember). While the school
may have been difficult, Philip was fairly happy
there, learning leadership, service, and hard work.
He was even made Head Boy (and without older
brothers there, we can assume he wasn’t teased
the same was Percy Weasley was in Harry Potter
when he was named “Bighead Boy.”) Uncle Dickie
took a lot of interest in young Philip, nurturing his
education and leadership skills, and Philip grew up
well—handsome, athletic, intelligent, clever.
Philip, however, had neither money nor land
and was not considered English enough to marry
Elizabeth. And yet, Elizabeth’s family—the
Windsors—only became “Windsors” during World
War I when their Germanic background and last
name became problematic. George V, in 1917,
changed the family name from Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
(Prince Albert was German, and Victoria took his
name at their wedding) to Windsor; George III was
the first Hanoverian born in England, his father
and grandfather, Kings George I and II didn’t
even speak English. Philip’s mother was a British
citizen and was born at Windsor Castle; Philip
was educated in Britain and didn’t even remember
living in Greece and was by this time a decorated
sailor in the British Royal Navy; he had also
already dropped his Germanic family name and had
taken his mother’s British name of Mountbatten;
he converted to Church of England. Calling him
not British enough seemed a little “pot calling the
kettle black.” The only real impediment was that
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Elizabeth was so young, just 20 years old when
Philip proposed on a family trip to Balmoral in
1946. Philip had been to Balmoral before, in 1944,
when he spent a very pleasant, happy vacation with
the royal family. It was a trip that would have stood
out in contrast to his unhappy, dysfunctional family
life. The Windsors loved to play together—games,
hunting, tag—something Philip didn’t do with his
own family. The Windsors liked each other.
King George was impressed with Philip’s naval
record, his intelligence, and his effect on Lilibet,
and Elizabeth’s mother was coming around. After
that trip to Balmoral, Philip was often seen driving
his little black MG roadster up to the private
entrance at Buckingham Palace, wandering around
the palace in his shirtsleeves, and treating Elizabeth
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just like he would have treated any other girl, a
refreshing and surprising turn of events for the royal
family. While he could be testy, hot-tempered,
and impulsive, he was also attentive and witty and
seemed to be comfortable enough with the royal
family. By the time Philip went to Balmoral again
two years later, Elizabeth accepted his proposal
immediately, without consulting her parents
(although we can imagine that the topic had come
up with them before), and Philip commented that
he was pleasantly surprised “to have fallen in love
completely and unreservedly.”
The family chose not to announce the
engagement publicly for a while, instead of taking
one last royal family tour together as just “we four.”
The King and Queen and their daughters spent

three months in Africa plus another month traveling
round trip by boat. While they were separated,
Elizabeth and Philip wrote to each other faithfully,
and while she was away, Philip was busy preparing.
With the help of Uncle Dickie, Lord Mountbatten,
Philip renounced his titles as Prince of Greece
and Denmark and became a British Citizen, which
turned out to be unnecessary considering his mother
was born at Windsor. And as a wedding present,
he gave up smoking. On the family’s return, and
after a royal engagement party at Buckingham
Palace, just before the wedding, the King named
Philip Duke of Edinburgh, the title by which he’s
called today, as well as Earl of Merioneth and Baron
Greenwich, although not Prince Consort as Prince
Albert had been named. It was also decreed that
Philip would be called His Royal Highness, and he
was given the Order of the Garter, the highest honor
the King can confer. Giving up his title as Prince of
Greece and Denmark didn’t seem to do Philip any
harm.
The wedding took place on 20 November 1947.
Elizabeth used her wartime rations, still in place,
to buy the fabric for her wedding dress, the royal
family was conscious of appearing too extravagant
during the country’s difficulties. And still, the
country and the Commonwealth were eager to
celebrate with the family. They received thousands
of letters and telegrams wishing them well, Gandhi
sent a loincloth (the family found this funny and
had to assume it was unused). The crowds turned
out in the tens of thousands in the cold to watch the
procession of the King and Princess Elizabeth in the
Irish State Coach on the way to Westminster Abbey.
Winston Churchill called the whole affair “a flash of
color on the hard road we have to travel.”
Inside the church were some two thousand
guests, among them heads of state from around
the world, Philip’s mother and sisters (not their
husbands, and his father was already dead by this
point), and no former King Edward now just Duke
of Windsor. He was no longer invited to family
events. Reports tell of Elizabeth looking calm and
lovely with Philip by his side in his dress uniform.
For the procession out of the Abbey, Elizabeth
switched to the Glass Coach, this time with Philip
by her side. They were accompanied by the
Household Cavalry and 100,000 people cheering
in the streets. They returned to a relatively small
luncheon (trying again to be respectful of post-war

austerity) of 150 people at Buckingham Palace,
where Philip cut the wedding cake with his sword.
After all the wedding festivities, the couple was
off on their honeymoon, leaving from Waterloo
Station with Elizabeth’s dog and a small crew
of private staff. They spent their first week in
Hampshire and another two weeks on the grounds at
Balmoral. In a letter to her parents, Elizabeth wrote,
“Philip is an angel—he is so kind and thoughtful.”
And Philip also wrote to Elizabeth’s mother, saying
that Elizabeth is “the only thing in this world which
is absolutely real to me, and my ambition is to weld
the two of us into a newly combined existence
that will not only be able to withstand the shocks
directed at us but will also have a positive existence
for the good.” Philip already seemed to be aware
that this would, at times, be a difficult relationship
to navigate. Upon returning to London, he was able
to keep working, for a time, with the Navy, which
is what he was hoping for. The couple lived next
to St. James’s Palace at Clarence House, and Philip
could walk to the Admiralty every day for work.
Elizabeth worked at home and at Buckingham
Palace with her private secretary, Jock Colville,
learning how the government and the monarchy
operated. This was a good time for the couple.
Philip and Elizabeth seemed to be well
suited for each other, adoring of each other and
complementary in their skills and personalities.
They were both crazy drivers—Elizabeth in the
years to come would have at least two formal
complaints filed against her reckless driving, and
Philip would later crash his car just after giving a
speech on road safety. Crashing his car seemed to
be a not uncommon occurrence for him, common
enough that the chauffeurs at the Palace were
reluctant to let him drive their cars. Philip’s dry
wit and complete willingness to say whatever was
on his mind helped lighten many situations, with
him commenting to his cousin Patricia’s husband,
when he noticed how lovely Elizabeth’s skin was,
“yes, she’s like that all over.” Elizabeth’s secretary,
Martin Charteris, said later, “Prince Philip is the
only man in the world who treats the Queen simply
as another human being.” We have to assume their
life was never dull. Their treatment of and fondness
for each appeared to be just what Elizabeth and
Philip needed; they were off to a good start together.
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BESS AND HER HALL
THE STORY BESS OF HARDWICK AND HER AMAZING HOUSE
By Jonathan Thomas
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ardwick Hall is unique among National
Trust properties. Most are monuments to
the men of British history (the good ones
and the bad ones). Hardwick Hall is a monument
to a woman and a very formidable woman at that.
Elizabeth Shrewsbury, colloquially known as Bess
of Hardwick, wielded power in an age when women
did not have that much. Sure, England was ruled by
a woman, but besides that, it was still uncommon
for a woman to wield as much power as Bess of
Hardwick. And her monument was Hardwick Hall.
This remarkable Elizabethan structure, it is said, is
more glass than brick.

KEY FACTS
•
•
•
•

Bess of Hardwick
The 16th century in England was a turbulent
and dangerous time. A time of religious conflict,
intrigue, and plotting, where fortunes and lives
could be won or lost on a whim and when anger,
jealousy and naked ambition directed state affairs
as much as reason and strategy. It was also a time
when women had opportunities previously denied
them. With the first two female monarchs in the
country’s history, it was a century where it was
acceptable for women to wield power and amass
fortunes. Elizabeth Talbot, usually known as Bess
of Hardwick, was pre-eminent in this age of newfound female power.
Bess was born around 1527 – the exact year is
unknown, but recent research has uncovered court
records that indicate 1527 – to John Hardwick
of Derbyshire. At the time this area between
Lancashire and Yorkshire was heavily wooded,
and remote from the southern centers of power and
influence. The family-owned just a few hundred
acres of farmland and were at the lower end of the
social scale, being minor members of the gentry,
just one step above yeoman farmers. Bess’s younger
brother James was the last male heir in the family.
Around 1543 Bess, perhaps very underage, was
married to the 13-year-old Robert Barley, who was
the heir to a nearby estate. However, he died at the
end of 1544, and it seems the marriage was only on
paper and that they never lived together or likely
even consummated their marriage. Certainly, Bess
was refused the dowry due her when Robert died,
and it was only after several years of court battles
that she was awarded a share in the estate and

Built between 1590 and 1597 for the
formidable Bess of Hardwick
Currently owned by the National
Trust
Most of the furniture and other
contents of the house date back to as
early as 1601
There are six rooftop sculptures on
the outside that have the initials
‘ES’, which stands for ‘Elizabeth
Shrewsbury.’

compensation.
A few years later, in 1547, she married again,
this time to a man twice her age who had himself
been married twice before, his earlier wives
having died. However this was a more financially
favorable marriage as her husband, Sir William
Cavendish, was the King’s Treasurer (to Henry
VIII) and had amassed a significant fortune from
Henry’s seizure of Church property known as the
Dissolution of the Monasteries. Bess persuaded her
new husband to sell his properties in the south and
buy up the estates of her mother’s second marriage,
in the Derbyshire district of Chatsworth. When Sir
William died just ten years later, Bess inherited
his money, since the land had been left to their six
surviving children.
By this time Henry VIII, Edward VI and Mary
I had come and gone and Elizabeth I had taken the
throne. Catholicism has been briefly and violently
re-established by Mary, who imprisoned her halfsister, the future Queen Elizabeth in the Tower of
London. Spain has gone from Catholic enemy to
husband of the Queen and back to enemy again, and
Britain has lost its last foothold in France, the port
of Calais.
The Captain of the new Queen’s Guard and
Chief Butler of England (basically the caterer to
Royal Coronations) was Sir William St Loe and
when he married Bess in 1559 Lady Cavendish
became Lady St Loe. Unlike her earlier marriages,
this seems to have been a loving one, and they
were both around the same age. Sir William owned
extensive estates in the south-west, chiefly in
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Somerset and although his death in 1565 without
a male heir was likely the result of being poisoned
by his brother, he left everything to Bess, turning
her into one of the richest women in the country.
Her annual income of £60,000 would be equivalent
to around $10 million today. Not just wealthy,
Bess also had power and influence with the new
Queen, since she was one of Elizabeth’s personal
Ladies and had daily access to her. Because of her
influence, wealth and enduring good looks, she soon
began to attract new suitors.
Bess took her time finding a suitable match but
eventually, in 1568, now approaching fifty, she and
two of her children married into the powerful Talbot
family in a triple ceremony. Bess married George
Talbot, the 6th Earl of Shrewsbury, one of the most
powerful men in the country. Her daughter, who
was 12 at the time, married Talbot’s oldest son and
thus his heir, while her own son, 18, married one
of Talbot’s daughters, who was just eight years old.
This would certainly have ensured that the Earl’s
fortune would pass into Bess’s family.
Bess now became caught up in the intrigues
of the British royals. Mary I of Scotland (not to be
confused with Mary I of England) was considered
by many British Catholics to be the legitimate
heir to the throne. So when she was deposed by
rebellious Scottish lords and fled to England seeking
Elizabeth’s protection the Queen had a problem.
She solved it by placing Mary in the hands of the
Shrewsbury’s in what was effectively a house arrest.
Mary spent the next 15 years living in several of
the Shrewsbury estates, out of Elizabeth’s way. She
was ultimately executed for treason, but the years
with Bess and her husband created marital strain
and resulted in their separation. However, Bess
and Mary also spent a considerable amount of time
together working on embroidery and tapestry, as
was appropriate to their gender and positions. Bess
and the Earl had separated permanently by the time
Elizabeth took Mary off their hands. The Earl died
in 1590, leaving Bess the richest woman in England
after Elizabeth herself and with the title Dowager
Countess of Shrewsbury. She built herself a grand
palace at Hardwick Hall to rival Elizabeth. The
house is notable for its use of very large windows
for the period.
While married to the Earl of Shrewsbury Bess
made complex marriage arrangements for one
of her daughters which resulted in a grandchild,

Arbella Stuart, who was a potential heir to the
Throne. Bess’s plan did not succeed, and in the end,
she was forced to ask Elizabeth to take this willful
child into her care after Arbella attempted to elope.
Although this plan failed, Bess did eventually have
a descendant take the throne – Queen Elizabeth II.
Bess died in 1608, outliving Elizabeth I and
seeing James I take the Throne and imprison Arbella
Stuart in the Tower, where she eventually died, after
a plot by Sir Walter Raleigh to make her Queen –
something Arbella had never personally wanted.

Hardwick Hall
After she married Sir William Cavendish, she
convinced him to move back to her home county.
As a native of Derbyshire, Bess was very fond
of the scenery and the quiet environment. They
purchased the property for their well-known home,
Chatsworth House, in 1549 and began building in
1552.
The story told is that Bess had a terrible
argument with her husband, the Earl of Shrewsbury,
and left their home at Chatsworth in 1584. She then
organized plans to rebuild the Old Hall at Hardwick
to create a new home for herself. However, her
plans changed in 1590 when the Earl died, which
left her with his inheritance. Due to her new
positive financial situation, Bess decided to build
a new construction at Hardwick, eliminating the
renovation plans for the Old Hall all together and
creating the New Hall. She moved into her new
house in October 1597. The Old Hall was ruined as
a garden decoration and romantic ruin.
Her new Hardwick Hall was a true statement
for her power and wealth. It contained numerous
windows that were exceptionally large for the
time period. Glass was a luxury, and the house
was described as being more glass than walls. The
chimneys were also built into the internal walls,
instead of being constructed on the outside. This
was done to allow more room for the large windows
without weakening the exterior structure. An added
touch by Bess was the carved ‘ES’ initials that are
present in 6 of the rooftop sculptures at the head of
each tower.
Hardwick is one of the first houses in England
where the hall was built on an axis directly through
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the center of the house, instead of at right angles
to the entrance. The height of each ceiling is also
unique with each floor being slightly higher than
the first. There are three main levels of the Hall.
With the bottom level being smaller in height than
the top floor. This was designed for the occupants
of each room: the least important occupants stayed
on the bottom floor, and the most important lived at
the top. This helped to clearly designate the servants
from the noble occupants.
The true treasure of Hardwick Hall is the
remarkable contents inside that were collected by
the Countess. An exceptionally unique collection
of paintings and furniture from the 16th century
are still present inside. The Hall is fully furnished,
exactly as Bess would have kept it. The second floor
of the house contains the largest long gallery that
has ever been present in an English house. The most
notable features are the tapestries and needlework
on display. Much of the needlework art has the ‘ES’
initials, and it is therefore assumed that Bess herself
created much of it.
After the death of Bess in 1608, her son William
Cavendish, the 1st Earl of Devonshire, inherited
Hardwick Hall. His great-grandson, also named
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William, was titled as the 1st Duke of Devonshire,
which began the Dukes of Devonshire dynasty.
Chatsworth was and is the primary seat for the
Dukes of Devonshire. However, Hardwick Hall
remained as a secondary home for the family to
escape from the attention of the public. The family
donated the house to the British government in
1956 in lieu of Death Duties, who then transferred
the house to the National Trust. The house still
stands and is surrounded by a walled garden, which
includes an orchard, an herb garden, a café, and a
National Trust gift shop.

The Old Hall
Other than the exceptionally unique use of windows
throughout the house, another fact that makes
Hardwick Hall famous is due to the ‘Old Hall’ being
listed as an official ruin. It is present beside the
New Hardwick Hall and was the original home of
Bess before she built the new house. The property is
owned by the National Trust and administrated by
English Heritage.

TV & Film Appearances

and died one of the wealthiest and most powerful
women in English history.

Hardwick Hall is most popular in the TV and film
industry as the location for the exterior scenes of
Malfoy Manor in Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows - Part 1 and Part 2. The property was also
used in the Connections TV series which illustrated
changes in home design, as well as the TV series
Mastercrafts.

Visiting Information
Hardwick Hall, as well as the gardens, the shop, and
restaurant, are open most days of the week with the
exception of bank holidays. They also have a period
of time after Christmas when the house is closed.
Before planning your visit, it is best to refer to their
website in order to verify that they are open, as well
as hours of operation and ticket prices. You can
find the information at www.nationaltrust.org.uk/
hardwick.

Further Research
Venus in Winter: A Novel of Bess of Hardwick is a
novel by Gillian Bagwell and is a fictionalization of
Bess’s life.
Bess of Hardwick: Empire Builder - From the
author of The Sisters, a chronicle of the most
brutal, turbulent, and exuberant period of England’s
history. Bess Hardwick, the fifth daughter of an
impoverished Derbyshire nobleman, did not have
an auspicious start in life. Widowed at sixteen, she
nonetheless outlived four monarchs, married three
more times, built the great house at Chatsworth,
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BARTON’S BIKES
A VERY BRITISH BIKE
By Eric Bryan

T

hough most of the heavy-hitter British
bicycle and motorbike manufacturers were
based in Coventry, Birmingham, Nottingham
or London, one firm which came to challenge the
giants was founded in a small North Lincolnshire
town. Hopper, later through a merger forming
Elswick Hopper, started in Barton-upon-Humber
as a one-man repair shop. The company expanded
exponentially to the point where it employed
hundreds of workers, exported its bicycles around
the globe, and provided some major competition for
Raleigh.
Frederick Hopper, born in Barton-upon-Humber
in 1859, was a Lincolnshire engineer who trained
at agricultural engineering firm Marshall, Sons &
Company of Gainsborough. In 1880 he established
F Hopper, Machinist and Whitesmith, in what was
formerly a blacksmith’s shop in Barton. Hopper
repaired machinery for local businesses, and soon
his work extended to mending bicycles. A growing
interest in the two-wheelers led him to begin
stocking Humber and Singer bicycles for sale.
Before 1890 Hopper’s business developed into a
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bicycle manufacturing firm, with a model called the
Ajax.
As early as 1898, Hopper became interested
in expanding into motorbike and car sales. In
1902 Hopper noted the German NSU motorcycles
being marketed in England. Inspired by the NSU
machines, in early 1903 Hopper introduced his
Torpedo motorcycle with a 2-horsepower NSU
engine. ‘Torpedo’ was the brand name Hopper used
on his top line bicycles, though this was basically
an NSU motorbike wearing a Torpedo badge. By
now the firm was not only manufacturing complete
bicycles and framesets but had expanded into the
production of a variety of goods ranging from
firearms to sewing machines.
Called F Hopper & Co Ltd from December
1898, as of 1906 the firm employed 400 workers.
In this year Hopper had 4-hp and 5½-hp NSU
motorcycles available, both 2-cylinder models.
Hopper marketed these as NSU machines. In 1907
the firm offered more NSU motorbikes, but in 1908
the NSU machines were again wearing Torpedo
badges. From 1907-12 Hopper also marketed kit

cars supplied by Star Engineering Co and complete
cars made by Brown Brothers.
In 1910 Hopper produced his own motorcycle
frame and presented the first true Barton Torpedo
touring motorcycle. The vehicle had a Fafnir 4¼hp engine and was priced at £35. Hopper soon
introduced 2- and 3¾-hp models with Precision
motors. Two more Torpedo motorcycles appeared
in 1911, and two Elswick-branded motorbikes
also debuted. Hopper wanted it to appear that the
Torpedoes and Elswicks were made by different
companies, and in 1912 issued separate catalogs
for the two ranges. The Elswick motorbikes were
finished in the green paint scheme which the
Elswick bicycles were known for. For DIY types
and home mechanics, Hopper was also offering the
Torpedo touring and Torpedo-Precision lightweight
engines for sale separately from the motorcycles.
The firm’s growth continued, and by 1912
Hopper & Co was a major manufacturing company
exporting bicycles to points across the British
Empire. Australia, India, Japan, and South Africa
had especially hungry markets for bicycles.
Hopper would also export its machines to North
and South America, with Brazil becoming a
major market. The proximity of the Port of Hull
to Barton made for efficient shipping logistics,
though ports at Liverpool and London were also
used for international export. Reported motorcycle
production numbers for this period vary from
approximately 600-700 or more per year. The
company’s workforce by this time had swelled to
800 employees.
Hopper & Co, in cooperation with a number of
investors, purchased the Elswick Cycle Company,
of Elswick, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Initially operated
as two separate firms, Hopper bought out the other
shareholders in 1913 and shut down the Elswick
production site. He soon merged the two firms into
the Elswick Hopper Cycle and Motor Company,
based at Barton. The business continued to grow
from this stage, with the firm not only producing
bicycles but also many of the required components.
Hopper further manufactured machinegun mounts
for BSA and motorbike forks for Ariel Motors Ltd.
Sales were strong to the point where periodically
more production space was needed, whereupon
Hopper would construct or acquire more buildings
to provide it.
In 1913 the Barton and District Motor Club

EXCERPTS FROM ADVERTS
THROUGH THE YEARS
•

•

•

•

•
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1904: A Regular Startler!
Worldwide reputation, at knockout
prices. Please remember we are
not either job or shoddy makers.
The machines are manufactured
throughout on our own premises
[ . . . ], and we have a thoroughly
equipped factory fitted up with the
latest labor-saving appliances. A 24hour guarantee.
1914: We can give immediate
delivery of frames, cycles,
motorcycles, component parts, and
accessories. Our new catalog is now
ready. It will be to your advantage
to send for a copy. We guarantee
sterling value, reasonable prices,
immediate delivery.
1930: The Hopper – Fully
guaranteed and all British. The
Reliability Cycle. Dunlop tires,
large saddles, Bluemels reflector,
Bluemels inflator. Non-rusting
enamel, high-class plating or our
special All-Weather Finish. Send
for handsome illustrated lists.
1936: 56 years of progress and
specialization in the production and
design of bicycles. Roadsters and
Light Roadsters, Sports Tourists,
Lightweights and Semi Racers,
Racers, Tandems, Juniors, and
Junior Tricycles. Prices ranging
from £2 19s 6d to £15 3s 0d.
1955: Craftsmen make them. Finest
of all. Superb in design. Superb
in performance. Perfected by 75
years’ manufacturing experience.
Discerning cyclists ride them.
Illustrated brochure will be sent free
on request.
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staged a hill climb competition at West Halton.
Amongst the 19 vehicles which placed, six were
Elswicks, and four were Torpedoes. This was
excellent publicity for Hopper, especially as the
competition included Triumph, BSA, and other
famous and respected makes of motorbikes. The
Elswick Hopper rider in the competition was
Freddie Hopper, Frederick’s son.
Elswick Hopper’s catalog for 1915-16
advertised six Torpedo motorbikes, but during
World War One the company’s motorcycle
department was mostly dedicated to the war effort.
In these years Elswick Hopper lost many employees
who died in action while serving in the Army or
Navy. Though an Elswick and a Torpedo were
shown at the 1919 Olympia Exhibition, after the
war Elswick Hopper was playing catch-up to supply
the motorbikes advertised in the catalogs.
Frederick Hopper lived to see his little
blacksmith-shop-based repair facility grow
to become a worldwide exporter of its own
manufactured bicycles, and a major industrial
force in Lincolnshire. Elswick Hopper was at one
time second only to Raleigh in bicycle production
figures. After Hopper died in 1925 aged 66, his
son Freddie became Managing Director, and the
Elswick Hopper Company was listed on the London
Stock Exchange. The firm generally thrived in
the interwar years, though there were some tough
periods during the Depression in the 1930s. During
World War Two Elswick Hopper was engaged on
government contracts, and though nearby Hull
was heavily bombarded, the company suffered no
damage from German bombing. By 1949 the firm’s
main works at Marsh Lane occupied 13 acres and
employed about 400 workers. Export at this time
included bicycles with chromium-plated frames,
especially for the Cyprus market.
Elswick Hopper experimented with mopeds
in the 1950s, constructing and testing various
prototypes. One result of these projects was the
Lynx, which premiered in 1960. The vehicle had
a French VAP 49cc engine and went to perhaps 42
mph. Though the Lynx trials were successful, it was
found to be more economically viable to import and
sell Italian Capri scooters and French Auto-VAP
mopeds through a subsidy called Scootamatic. In
1961 Elswick Hopper was listed as a producer of
tricycles and mopeds as well as bicycles, employing
500 workers.

Another period of company growth began
in 1974 when Elswick Hopper acquired Wearwell
Cycles, founded before 1872, and in 1978
purchased Falcon Cycles. Elswick Hopper at first
ran Falcon as a subsidiary but then merged it with
the business at Barton.
In the early-1980s Elswick Hopper plc had
become a conglomerate which was diversified
into engineering, manufacturing, and distribution.
By this time, however, the firm was losing
money. A reorganization in 1984-86 resulted in
the new company name Elswick plc, with its
bicycle division called Falcon Cycles. The firm
ceased production of Elswick brand bicycles
and transferred all manufacturing to a new
Brigg factory. In 1987 Elswick plc purchased
the distribution and manufacturing divisions of
competitor Holdsworth, an acquisition which
included the well known Holdsworth and Claud
Butler brands.
Despite this reinvigoration of the business,
in the late 1980s, the UK bicycle market became
swamped with imports of cycles and components
from the Far East. Due to this turn of events, the
Briggs factory focused on assembly of imported
bikes and components, rather than on manufacture.
Production at this time was less than 120,000
bicycles per year. Elswick then expanded into
printing and packaging, and in December 1991 sold
its bicycle division to Casket Ltd, which oversaw
Townsend Cycles Ltd. The Barton location sold
in September 1994 and Ferguson International
purchased Elswick plc, but went bankrupt and was
liquidated in January 2000.
Casket Ltd was able to expand the Falcon
brand but began struggling after its purchase of a
German bicycle firm. Tandem Group plc acquired
the ailing Casket in November 1995, making it a
division of Falcon. Falcon, based in Brigg, produces
bicycles under several brand names, including
Elswick, and sells more than 300,000 bicycles
annually.
Due to their ruggedness and durability, you
can find old Elswick Hopper bicycles still in regular
use in some African and Asian countries. Those
interested in more details on the history of Elswick
Hopper might like to consult Elswick-Hopper of
Barton-on-Humber – The Story of a Great British
Cycle Maker, by Nigel Land.
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By Laurence Brown

When I moved to the United States in 2008, I
entered the country on the fairly safe assumption
that the wife and I would be returning home within
a year. At the very least, we strongly suspected an
annual visit would be in the offing.
In truth, as we march forward through 2019, we
are only now set to embark on our first visit to
England in more than a decade, with a two-week
holiday (or is it vacation?) booked for the latter half
of May. The tickets are booked, my new passport
has arrived, and our itinerary is all but complete. It’s
finally happening!
In previous issues of Anglotopia Magazine and
through various videos on my YouTube channel, I
have hinted at the reasons for what I lovingly refer
to as my self-imposed exile. And so rather than
discuss those here, I’d like to turn the focus to
something else: How much has the UK changed
since 2008?
It’s easy to view my homeland from afar and assume
that some of the more fantastical elements of the
country—its castles, its ornate Tudor housing, and
its schools of wizardry—are still intact; indeed,
non-Brits—including those of the American
persuasion—could be forgiven for thinking that this
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is Britain in a nutshell. Heck, my own connection
to Britain in the last ten years has endured largely
on the back of the very same popular culture that
propagates such iconography. Underneath those,
however, the reality of Britain as a fully functioning
society comes into clearer view the closer you get
to Heathrow.
Clearly there have been monumental shifts in the
political landscape, particularly in the last five years.
Between the Scottish independence referendum
and Brexit, the UK’s future—not to mention its
present—appears uncertain. And the events of this
decade are not ones that I, nor anyone, could have
foreseen the day I took that flight from Heathrow.
Amid all of that, news reports have emerged across
the UK in recent years of widespread “fly tipping”,
which is a not-so-fancy way of referring to illegal
waste dumping. The way my parents speak about
it, you’d think the whole country has devolved into
one giant landfill—a societal euphemism, if ever
there was one.
But it’s never easy—particularly from the relatively
distant city of Chicago—to ascertain which stories
about present-day Britain are true and which are
highly exaggerated. As with anything that can be

quantified, the daily news cycle is highly effective at
convincing the masses that a particular issue is one
that affects every street corner in the land. Take, for
example, the country’s recent rise in knife crime.
In 2018, the number of criminal incidents involving
a knife rose to 40,000. While this sounds high and
while an increase in knife crime is never a welcome
statistic, there are two things you should consider:
1) only two thirds of these occurred outside of
London; 2) these knife incidents affected only 0.07%
of the population of England and Wales. Hardly a
reason to not leave your house.

all a big part of my life at a time when Grimsby was
at the centre of the universe.
There is, of course, one Grimsby landmark that’s
even closer to home: my family. From frequent
Skype conversations over the years, I do have a
general sense of how my parents have changed
since 2008. But not being in their physical presence
removes, to some extent, the nuances of face-toface interaction. We’ve all aged eleven years—my
parents at a stage of their lives when such a passage
of time can make all the difference to one’s mobility
and cognition. Will I be prepared for the inevitable
aging of two people who, in my mind, are still the
sprightly, travel enthusiasts of my youth?

So what about tangible changes, ones to which
I’m more likely to bear witness? I suspect a good
many of them will come in the form of everyday
activities. In 2008, for example, UK consumers were
not yet using contactless methods of payment;
now, by all accounts, it’s all the rage, whereas the
practice has only received its first serious roll-out
in the U.S. this year. And on the subject of UK retail,
the country might be marked just as much by the
companies it’s lost than by those it’s gained. Since
the 2008 recession, a wealth of recognizable UK
brands—ones that remained a backdrop to my
life in the UK—have since vanished. Woolworths
went into administration the month I left and in the
years that followed, the nation said goodbye to MFI,
Focus, Comet, JJB Sports, Barratts, British Home
Stores, Maplin and—worst of all—Pound World.

When it comes to people in general, I expect that
the British sense of humour will be alive and well.
From interacting with other British writers and
friends from back home, I certainly have no reason
to believe otherwise. After all, as I type this article,
Alan Partridge is back on the BBC, Ricky Gervais’
new show is set to air on Netflix, and a Stephen
Merchant-directed film is the biggest box office hit
in the UK. It’s like I never left.
So as May draws nearer and my itinerary becomes
more firmly cemented, I’m willing to bet that—
despite the palpable shifts across the political
landscape—the general feeling of being in the UK
might not be all that different than when I left.
Yes, brands have come and gone, the music may
be different, and Mrs. Brown’s Boys is somehow a
thing, but there is something about Britain and its
people that is as old as time. When I touch down
at Heathrow on May 15, I fully expect to encounter
immediate groans about the weather, sarcastic quips
about the Royals, and the following greeting from
those there to meet me: “welcome home, you little
sod.”

But while some commercial ventures have taken
a back-step, many of the UK’s cities have evolved.
London—the last place I lived—has incorporated
new architecture, not least of which is the Shard,
which, at 1,016 ft, is the EU’s tallest building. On
a less glamorous note, even my home town of
Grimsby, so say my parents, has overhauled its
downtown experience, with the old bus station
receiving an upgrade here and there.
And since I’ll be spending a few days in Grimsby
itself, I’d be remiss if I didn’t speculate on whether
particular monuments to my childhood still exist:
the green electricity box by the school that my
friends and I used to sit on; the woodlands down
the road from our family house where I would
wander for hours on end; or the local fish ‘n’
chips shop in Wybers Wood. All of these—though
probably inconsequential to you, the reader, were
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Laurence is a British writer and humorist
who lives in the United States. He also
hosts the popular web series, “Lost in the
Pond” on YouTube. He has an infuriating
habit of taking America to task by pointing
out how things are done in the UK. He
really needs to stop this behavio(u)r. It’s
anti-American.

GREAT BRITONS:
VIRGINIA WOOLF
AUTHOR, ACTIVIST, ICON
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The end of the 19th century and the early
decades of the 20th were times of great social
upheaval. Virginia Woolf lived her life during those
times, and her writing helped bring the modern
world into existence. Sufficiently privileged to
almost always have the ‘money and a room of her
own’ to write, Virginia Woolf is often credited with
conceiving the modern novel, with its emphasis
on interior processes, rather than narrative. Since
the 1970s she has been embraced as a founder of
feminism, and she has been taken as a role model
by many. Widely admired, but also condemned as a
snob and elitist, she remains influential far beyond
her literary output.
Adeline Virginia Woolf was born in the 25th
of January 1882, into the upper echelons of British
intellectual society. While country lords had held
sway in earlier times, as the Victorian era drew to a
close, a wealthy class, connected to, but not part of,
the aristocracy had developed. Funded by industry
and the colonies, many members of this elite were
of a literary persuasion. Virginia’s family was
certainly so. Her mother, Julia’s family, were AngloIndian – British expatriates who lived and built their
fortunes in colonial India – but she had numerous
relatives connected with the art world, including
a great-aunt who modeled for the Pre-Raphaelite
painter Edward Burns-Jones. Others were early
photographers or held fashionable salons for artists
and writers. Her father, Leslie Stephen, was also
an intellectual and had married the daughter of the
writer William Makepeace Thackeray.
Julia’s barrister husband died after just three
years of marriage, leaving her with three children.
Before his death, they had been friends with the
Stephen’s family, and Julia was present when
Leslie Stephen’s wife Minnie died in childbirth.
Julia invited Leslie to live next door to her so that
his baby daughter could have the companionship
of her own children. They were united in a shared
agnosticism, a relatively rare lack of belief for the
times, born from the bitterness of loss. After several
years of close friendship, they married in 1879, and
had four children, including Virginia. The family
lived in Julia’s house, 22 Hyde Park Gate, a quiet
street a short distance from the recently-built Royal
Albert Hall.
Virginia’s childhood was occupied with the
usual trappings of the Victorian middle-class, with
frequent walks in nearby Hyde Park, and summer

KEY FACTS
•
•
•
•

Born 1882 – died 1941
Early writer of ‘stream of
consciousness’ novels
Founded the Hogarth Press
Supporter of feminism and female
authors

trips to Cornwall, including visits to the Godrevy
Lighthouse. Those trips would form the basis for
novels such as To the Lighthouse, written in 1927.
The production of an ‘in-house’ journal called
Hyde Park Gate News also occupied the time
for young Virginia and her sister Vanessa. With
literary parents, and her father’s connections to
the Thackeray family, visits by notable writers of
the time were common, and all the children were
exposed to an intense literary and intellectual
upbringing. Both parents disapproved of formal
education for girls, so they educated their daughters
in a dedicated space at the back of the drawing
room.
In 1895 Julia Stephen died of influenza, and
on the Isle of Wight, where the family went for
the summer to avoid the memories of Cornwall,
Virginia suffered her first nervous breakdown.
After her mother’s death Virginia and Vanessa
were enrolled in the Ladies’ Department of King’s
College London, learning Greek, Latin, German
and history. Several of the teachers were politically
active, and she was exposed to ideas of women’s
suffrage and the movement for higher education
for women. In 1902 her father became ill, spending
two years as an invalid before passing away, leaving
Virginia bereft again. University was barred to her,
as a woman, but the attendance at Cambridge by her
half-brother Thoby would become life-changing for
Virginia. At Trinity College, he befriended a group
of young intellectuals, who formed a reading group.
Virginia was introduced to his circle at the Trinity
May Ball in 1900.
After the death of their father, the children
wanted to escape the oppressive atmosphere of
Hyde Park Gate, filled with relatives and the
memories of their parents. They traveled first to
Wales, and then to France and Italy. It was during
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Vanessa married Clive Bell, and Virginia and
her brother Adrian moved to a new house, in the
adjacent neighborhood of Fitzrovia. The house, 29
Fitzroy Square, had been occupied previously by
George Bernard Shaw. The Thursday Club moved
with them. Virginia began writing her first novel,
called ‘Melymbrosia’ but published as The Voyage
Out (1915). Rivalry with Vanessa emerged, and her
flirtation with Clive Bell, reciprocated by him, led
to the breakdown of the marriage.
In 1911 Virginia and Adrian, with John Maynard
Keynes, Duncan Grant and Leonard Woolf, took
a house together at 38 Brunswick Square, back in
Bloomsbury. The next year Leonard Woolf and
Virginia married, and since Woolf was basically
‘a penniless Jew,’ in Virginia’s words, they moved
into a small flat. Several moves followed over the
years; first to Richmond, then back to Bloomsbury,
settling for a time at 52 Tavistock Square. Looking
for a source of income, and with an interest in
bookbinding that had begun when she was 19,
Virginia and Leonard founded ‘Hogarth Press,’
starting with the printing press in their dining room.
They used the company to publish Virginia’s novels,
as well as other new and unconventional authors
such as T. S. Eliot and Laurens van der Post, and
contemporary artists, including Dora Carrington and
Vanessa Bell. Virginia dreamt of the Press becoming
a community of women writers. She and Leonard
had an international outlook and introduced Maxim
Gorky to British readers. Politically they were
pacifists and Fabian socialists.
Virginia met the gardener and successful
writer Vita Sackville-West in 1922. Vita built a
still-famous garden at Sissinghurst. They became
very close, with Vita, more successful at the time,
encouraging Virginia in her work, and trying to
build her self-confidence. Vita was well-known for
her female lovers, although she only rarely bedded
Virginia, who, in turn, boasted of relationships with
other women over the years. None of this took away
Leonard’s boundless support, which continued long
after her death, with him defending her as her fame
grew.
More practically, Vita gave her books to
Hogarth Press for publication, and their success
took the company into the black and provided
financial stability. Even before she married, Virginia
had rented a cottage in Sussex as a retreat, and she
and Leonard used it, and another rented house,

this time that Virginia began to see her destiny
as a writer, but in May 1904 she suffered another
nervous breakdown and attempted suicide.
22 Hyde Park Gate was sold, as it was
the principal family asset at this time, and the
Stephen’s children, now in their early 20s, moved
to 46 Gordon Square in Bloomsbury, a bohemian
neighborhood a considerable social distance from
bourgeois South Kensington. They immediately
began to entertain Thoby’s Cambridge circle, which
had expanded to include numerous artists and
writers of the period, as well as the economist John
Maynard Keynes. At Gordon Square, they were
called the ‘Thursday Club,’ but as the circle grew,
it became the Bloomsbury Group, an influential
network of the Edwardian avant-garde. Members
included Clive Bell, Lytton Strachey, Leonard
Woolf, Rupert Brooke, E. M. Forster, Saxon
Sydney-Turner, Duncan Grant, David Garnett, and
Roger Fry, A roll call of British art and literature
greats of the early 20th century.
Virginia began to teach at Morley College, an
adult-education and theatre school for working
people, but tragedy was waiting in the wings again.
Thoby died, just 26, of typhoid fever. Her sister
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Asham House, to escape London, and for Virginia
to write. With more financial stability they bought
the Round House in Lewes but soon sold it to buy
Monk’s House in the village of Rodmell. In 1940,
after their London house was bombed in the Blitz,
they moved permanently to Sussex.
Throughout her life, Vita suffered breakdowns
and depressions of varying intensities. It has been
suggested that these were the result of sexual abuse
by her half-brothers, and she may have been bipolar.
Sometimes she was institutionalized, and one doctor
diagnosed ‘excessive education’ as the cause of her
illness. In 1941, after completing her last novel,
Between the Acts, she fell into a deep depression.
When Leonard joined the Home Guard, she felt
he was betraying their pacifist principles. On the
morning of the 28th of March 1941, she filled her
coat pockets with stones and walked into the River
Ouse, which ran near their home. He body was not
recovered for three weeks, and Leonard buried her
ashes beneath a tree in the garden.

Sites to Visit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are Blue Plaques marking houses at:
22 Hyde Park Gate, South Kensington,
London
29 Fitzroy Square, Fitzrovia, London
Hogarth House, 34 Paradise Road,
Richmond, London
Round House, Pipe Passage, Lewes, East
Sussex
Monk’s House, Rodmell. East Sussex
There is a bust of Virginia Woolf in
Tavistock Square, London
There is a plaque on the Virginia Woolf
Building, King’s College, Queensway,
London

•
•
•
•
•

Collections of Virginia Woolf’s diaries and
letters are also available.
Biographies
•

Further Research

•
•

Selected Novels

•

•
•
•
•
•

Between the Acts (1941)
Non-Fiction
A Room of One’s Own (1933) – feminist
literary criticism
Three Guineas (1938) - an indictment of
fascism
A Writer’s Diary (1953, ed. Leonard Woolf)

The Voyage out (1915)
Mrs. Dalloway (1925)
To the Lighthouse (1927)
Orlando (1928)
The Waves (1931)
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Virginia Woolf: A Biography, by Quentin
Bell, 1974
Virginia Woolf, by Hermione Lee 1999
Virginia Woolf: An Inner Life, by Julia
Briggs, 2005
Virginia Woolf, by Alexandra Harris, 2011

THIS ENGLISH LIFE
POND LIFE

By Erin Moore

I

t’s 7:00am in late December, zero degrees. The
taxi driver thinks I am crazy when he hears my
requested stop is a silent street on the edge of
Hampstead Heath. Aside from the purple and green
halo of city lights in the sky to the south, it is pitch
black outside and there isn’t so much as a dog walker
around. I feel anxious walking through the woods,
but soon I can see the outline of a little flat-roofed hut
against the sky, and its porch light is on. The sign on
the gate says, “Women only. Men not allowed beyond
this point.” I’ve arrived at Kenwood Ladies’ Pond,
where women have been swimming year-round since
1926. Men have their own pond down the hill.
The lifeguards (always at least two, 365 days a
year) are bustling around, de-icing the dock and writing
warnings “Water temp. 4C. Shorten your swim” on
a chalkboard. There are few women in the changing
room. Since each person usually only swims for about
5 minutes, there is a strong chance I will be slipping
into that black water under that black sky in the middle
of that black Heath all alone, only the moon and the
lifeguards watching over me. Pre-dawn this morning,
maybe fewer than ten other people in the entire world
will experience this magical place. When I leave, as the
first light is pinking the sky. The tea in my flask burns
the roof of my mouth and I feel so exhilarated and so
alive at having subverted the natural order of winter, in
which we fear, avoid and loathe the cold. This is one of
my life’s peak experiences.
My first cold water swim was someone else’s idea.
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It was the last thing this Florida girl ever expected to
try. I had all but refused to enter the 20C heated pool
in last year’s summer rental: too cold. But I also knew
that outdoor swimming in natural ponds and lakes
(what the English admiringly call “wild” swimming)
was extremely popular, especially since the publication
of Roger Deakin’s instant classic WATERLOG, about
his journey through Britain by water, in 1999. Cold
water is reputed to benefit the immune system, restore
vitality, reduce chronic pain and relieve symptoms of
depression. My friend had been wanting to try it, but
every time she tried to convince people to go with her,
they’d back away slowly, saying it wasn’t for them. Yet
I was strangely drawn to the idea, even though it didn’t
sound like much fun. I told her I’d go along, thinking
once wouldn’t kill me, and whatever happened, it
would make a good story.
On our first swim, in October, the water was 14
degrees. We wore regular swimsuits (even in winter,
wetsuits are a rare sight at the pond). We were afraid,
nervous, skittish about the cold. It felt wrong to be
undressing outdoors and walking out to the dock. I
hadn’t worn a swimsuit outside since August, and now
it was sweater weather. The concrete underfoot felt icy,
hard—how unprepared we were for that first chilly dip.
Involuntarily cursing as our feet encountered the water,
feeling like it was simply impossible to go one inch
further. Then: the shock of full immersion.
The first thing that happens in cold water is that
all the blood rushes to your core, to keep your organs
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working. Your hands and feet tingle and hurt, then go
totally numb, blocky and lifeless. You heart pounds like
a sprinter’s; your chest hurts. Your mind clears of every
thought, and you’re radically planted in your body,
your sensations, and the exact moment you are living.
To someone who is not acclimated to cold water (this
requires 3x weekly swims through all seasons), it feels
like a medical emergency. The recommendation for
beginners is to stay in no longer than one minute per
degree of (Celsius) water temperature. If you start to
feel warm and euphoric, get out immediately: that’s an
early sign of hypothermia.
We stayed about a minute, maybe two. Okay,
probably it was 30 seconds. Months later, the kind
lifeguard who was there for our first swim confided
that she didn’t think we’d ever be back. She certainly
didn’t guess that we would become devoted winter
swimmers, rain or snow, sleet or ice. But that is just
what happened. This past January, I swam in the pond
every single day, in water as cold as 2.5 degrees. Many
other people did the same. Some of them have spent 30
winters or more at the pond. No one brags about it, but
they do offer much-appreciated advice and support to
new swimmers.
As you might imagine, winter swimmers are a
highly self-selecting group. I once raised a laugh
in a crowded changing room by saying we were all
extremists, and I love extremists. It is true that every
one is there for a particular reason special to her,
sometimes shared and sometimes not. Some women
enter the water slowly; some dive. To each her own
ritual.
Once my feet hit the ladder, my goal is simple:
non-hesitation. I go directly in up to my neck, and then
swim like hell for the winter barrier—a line of white
buoys that divides the pond in half. After about two
minutes, the initial shock worn off, a slow determined
breast stroke around the rest of my loop (or two) of
the pond. Feeling the sun if there is any, or the rain,
looking at what the birds are doing and saying hello
or giving a little wave to the other swimmers. Pausing
now and then to pull my woolly orange hat lower over
my ears or adjust the neoprene socks and gloves that
many winter swimmers wear to give us a few more
minutes in the water before our extremities cramp or
numb. When I no longer wish to get out, is the moment
it’s definitely time to climb the ladder.
Before I tried winter swimming, I assumed it was
all about bravado. Because It’s unnatural to get into
the water, it must somehow be about dominance or
strength. What I have discovered over the past few
months is that, for me, winter swimming is actually
about vulnerability and acceptance. Over time my body

has acclimated—my heart may race, but I anticipate
rather than fear it. My hands may numb, but I know I
can make it back to the dock, stringing one stroke onto
the next like mala beads, doing this thing that at first, I
didn’t want to do. Then, I didn’t think I could do. Then
I dreaded. Until the day it became something I craved,
in every cell.
Afterward, there is a rush, a high that feels like
drugs and religion are supposed to feel and don’t.
Every nerve sings. On days that I swim, the freshness
of mind and sense of wellbeing last all day. I feel
positively reborn. These physical and mental changes
are mirrored and shadowed by the natural world of
the Heath. When it snows, or the pond ices over, it
becomes Narnia. Shards and edges of ice are sharp, and
must be avoided. But there are always signs of life. The
pond is home to kingfishers, tufted geese, a heron, and
plenty of noisy ducks. There are days the ducks seem to
mock swimmers from the dock, days when they swim
placidly by, ignoring us. Days when they seem to give
a kind of grudging respect. But unless one is offering
food, as a rule they aren’t interested.
One day, I went to the pond in a sad and lonely
state. The weather was a dull gray—nothing romantic
to look forward to, like snow or even the snowdrops
that would appear just a few days later. My friend was
at home, recovering from surgery, and I worried for her.
On my hike through the Heath, I fell on the ice, lost
my hat, and the woman undressing next to me in the
changing room abruptly lost her nerve and went home.
In the middle of this most dispiriting of days, I was all
alone in the water, and feeling all alone in the world,
when suddenly, about ten birds from the dock flocked
in. They swam directly out near the barrier, where I
was, surrounded me, and seemed to cheer my way back
to the ladder with loud quacks and calls. A chill might
have run up my spine at how they seemed to know me.
But pretty much every part of my body was pure chill,
and would remain so for a while.
Winter swimming hurts the same way falling in
love hurts, the way riding a roller coaster hurts, the way
living sometimes hurts. But here is the thing: you never
regret it. To me, this extreme pleasure born of pain
proves that we can change. But not by force, only by
degree.

Erin Moore is an American who has
been living in London for 10 years. Her
book, That’s Not English: Britishisms,
Americanisms and What Our English Says
About Us, is available on amazon.com.
© Fiona Saunders
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YOU REALLY GOT ME
THE 1960S BRITISH INVASION
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T

he rise of 1960s American counter-culture
owes much to the British. Throughout this
turbulent and eventful decade, British music
groups and cultural icons migrated in waves to
the United States, bringing with them new ideas
and influences that would help create the defining
culture of the age. Music in the 1960s is inextricably
associated with the cultural and political
developments of the era, including the emergence
of psychedelic drug use, the political anti-war and
anti-capitalist movements, and the way in which
particular bands defined revolutionary anthems for
the civil rights movement.
The music of the 1960s represented the identity
and ideologies associated with the baby boomer
generation, including the emergence of new
aesthetics in art, fashion and popular culture, leftwing ideology, and sexual liberation. At the heart
of this cultural revolution was the amalgamation of
influences and styles from the United Kingdom with
the musical genres and styles of the United States.
The British Invasion was not simply the
migration of a fully formed British ‘style’ across the
Atlantic: rather, it was a cultural phenomenon, born
of both British and American influence, and formed
in the crucible of 1960s American politics.

KEY DATES
•
•
•
•

January 1964 - The Beatles release their
first single in the United States
August 1964 - A Hard Day’s Night is
released in the United States
May 1965 - 9/10 singles in US charts
came from British & Commonwealth
artists
May 1965 - The Rolling Stones head US
charts with (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction

the domestic sphere, particularly for women, who
had taken on diverse working roles during the war,
and were now encouraged to return to the domestic
sphere and dedicate themselves to the family. The
rise of the suburbs in this period was a product of
this cultural trend.
However, the experiences of the subsequent
generation termed the ‘baby-boomers,’ were
radically different from those of their parents.
The baby-boomers were raised in this suburban
domestic idyll, which had been created from
the aspirations of their parents, but proved to be
politically and socially stifling. The counter-culture
of the baby-boomer generation was, in part, a
reaction to the materialism and consumerism
that dominated 1950s society, and a yearning to
be liberated from the social constraints imposed
by their parents. The baby-boomers viewed their
parents as politically complacent and stuck in a
narrow-minded domesticated environment that
prevented them from challenging social injustice.
In addition to this, the baby-boomers had grown
up without the shadow of conscription, in relative
material comfort, and therefore had the opportunity
to engage in a variety of leisure activities in their
youth, creating the notion of ‘teenage’ years as a new
space in which youth identities could be forged.
This meant that they had time to engage in leisure
activities, foster a new culture and were materially
comfortable enough to challenge their parents’
worldview. This was the generation that needed an
anthem: music that would operate as a rallying cry,
and enable them to express ideas and frustrations
that had been constrained by the domesticated,
suburban idyll of the post-war period.

The 1960s: The Rise of the Baby
Boomers
The defining feature of the 1960s and the factor
that shaped the rise of the counterculture that
surrounded the British invasion was the generation
gap between the inter-war generation and the socalled baby boomers. The term ‘generation gap’
originated in the 1950s and was used to describe the
radically different aspirations and socio-economic
characteristics that separated the baby-boomers
from their parents. For the inter-war generation,
the 1950s represented a period of material comfort
that they had never previously experienced. This
generation grew up in the wake of the Depression
and spent their early adulthood in the Second World
War. As a result, their aspirations were conditioned
by the lack of material comfort and political
uncertainty that governed their lives, and they
sought to actively profit from the newfound comfort
and stability of the post-war period. The post-war
boom resulted in a cultural focus on the family and
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KEY FIGURES
•
•
•
•

The Beatles - British pop band formed in
1957, leaders of the British Invasion
The Rolling Stones - British rock band
formed in London in 1962
The Kinks - British rock band formed in
London in 1964
The Animals - British R&B and rock
band formed in Newcastle in 1962

The British are Coming! The
Music of the 1960s
American society at the beginning of the
1960s was, therefore, primed and ready for a new
musical movement. At the same time, a radically
new sound, based on a British interpretation of
American rock and roll and blues, was developed,
mainly in the north of England. At the head of this
new ‘Merseybeat’ trend were the Beatles, who, after
gaining considerable success at home, smashed on
to the American stage in 1964. In January 1964,
the Beatles released their single I Wanna Hold Your
Hand in the US, and followed it up with a tour in
February 1964. Beatlemania soon took root across
the United States, and the unique, fresh style of their
music resonated with baby boomers in all parts of
the country.
The music of the 1960s represented a cultural
revolution due to the radical change in the types of
rhythm, melody, instrumentation and lyrical content
of popular music, in contrast to the dominant
sounds of the 1950s. In the 1960s, rock began to
emerge on the international music scene, making a
significant impact and transforming conventional
musical styles. Rock music produced a new musical
aesthetic and gave the baby boomer generation a
distinctive musical identity, as these new forms
of music were marketed directly at younger
generations and were not typically consumed by
older members of British and American society. In
particular, in this period the influence of British
rock bands was extremely significant, particularly in
the emerging rock scene in the United States. British
bands such as the Rolling Stones, the Beatles, and
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the Hollies adapted traditional American styles such
as blues and soul, and incorporated them into their
music, creating a distinctive and original sound.
The rise to international fame of the Beatles
gave added publicity and musical expression to
the psychedelic movement, particularly with the
release of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band
and Magical Mystery Tour. Music was extremely
important in fuelling the counter-culture movement,
by creating anthems that were used to unify various
movements and create an iconic call to arms. The
extent of the Beatles’ fame meant that they were by
far the most dominant popular expression of the
counter-culture movement, and to a certain extent,
they ensured its transition into the mainstream, and
the absorption of some aspects of counter culture
and anti-establishment discourse within dominant
forms of popular culture.
Significantly, the Beatles also opened the way for
more British artists to break out on to the American
music scene. The Rolling Stones, the Animals, and
the Kinks all found considerable success in the
United States and set the tone for the decade. Female

artists such as Dusty Springfield, Petula Clark, and
Lulu also managed to break into the American
market. In particular, the impact of psychedelic rock
bands such as Pink Floyd had a huge influence on
the development of American sounds of the 1960s.
Artists such as the Who also provided rock anthems
for a generation that were used to galvanize the
movement further.

wore on, the impact of progressive rock bands such
as Pink Floyd added innovative layers to this new
identity, reflecting the cultural associations of the
hippie movement, consumption of psychedelic
drugs, sexual liberation and the breakdown of
traditional societal norms. Bands such as the Who,
Pink Floyd, and the Beatles all produced music
with psychedelic elements, often incorporating
musical influences from diverse cultures such as
India or Latin America, which was a product of new
encounters with esoteric spirituality and philosophy.
The broader cultural trends of the 1960s found
expression in popular music, which was heavily
influenced by broader cultural developments,
and also served as an important carrier for the
popularisation of these new ideas.
Music in the 1960s also took on an important
political role. The folk revival was particularly
significant in the anti-war movement and became
a dominant form of expression for student activists
and protesters. The hippie culture and aesthetic,
together with the increased emphasis on lyrical
content, made folk music a particularly good vehicle
for political expression. This may be observed in
the work of singer-songwriters such as Leonard

Music and Politics: 1960s Counter
Culture
The importance of these musical trends was
that they produced a new musical identity for the
young baby boomer generation that formed an
accompaniment to the broader subversive cultural
movement that was breaking out throughout the
United States and Europe. In the 1960s, the revolt
of the baby boomers against their parents and
the domestic ideal associated with suburban life
was the dominant driver of cultural production,
as young people sought to produce radically new
cultural identities, articulated in opposition to
those represented by their parents. As the decade
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Cohen, Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, and Pete Seeger,
all of whom were profoundly influenced by British
folk singers and songwriters such as Ewan McColl,
who used music as a way to comment on the
political developments and upheavals of the period.
Although the iconic folk anthems of the political
movements of the latter part of the decade were
dominated by American and Canadian artists, the
musicians of the British Invasion had established the
foundations for their creative innovations.

•

Legacy

•

The British Invasion had a lasting and profound
effect on the music of the 1960s, both within the
United States and internationally. The impact of
British bands and musicians on American culture
lent credibility to Britain as a cultural powerhouse,
where the music industry had been traditionally
dominated by the United States. This provided an
avenue for subsequent British acts to establish a base
in the United States, albeit with mixed degrees of
success in the decades that followed.
Much of the debate surrounding the British
Invasion focuses on the extent to which the rock
music stars of the 1960s were actually that different
from their American counterparts. Indeed, it is clear
that many of the acts arising from the Merseybeat
scene, and other movements of 1960s Britain took
inspiration from American genres and movements,
including rock and roll, Motown, and American
folk. This approach, however, oversimplifies the
nature and significance of the British Invasion as
a cultural phenomenon: rather than seeing it as a
wholesale ‘invasion’, it should perhaps be regarded
as a synthesis of British and American influences
and styles, formed in a process of cross-Atlantic
dialogue, and popularised in the United States.
The British invasion represented a defining
moment in 1960s counter culture and gave voice
to a generation of Americans seeking new forms of
expression. The iconic images, styles, and sounds
of the 1960s were defined by this cultural profusion
that found its niche in the collision of British and
American styles.

Film, Literature, and TV
•

•

Sunny Afternoon. 2014 musical theatre
production based on the life of Ray Davies
and the rise to fame of the Kinks in the
1960s.
A Hard Day’s Night. 1964 musical comedy
starring the Beatles, and portraying their
lives over several days of touring.

Further Research
•

•

•

Sites to Visit
•

Liverpool, England. This exhibition traces
the story of the Beatles from the early days
of their success, through their move to
America, and finally, their solo careers.
Handel and Hendrix Museum, Brook
Street, London. Jimi Hendrix and George
Frideric Handel both lived in Brook Street,
at numbers 23 and 25 respectively. The two
buildings have now been connected to form
this unique museum, in which visitors can
experience Hendrix’s house exactly as it
would have been in the 1960s.
Abbey Road Studios, London, England. The
iconic venue where the Beatles recorded the
majority of their albums, including the 1969
Abbey Road, featuring an image of the band
crossing the road outside the studio.

The Beatles Story Exhibition, Albert Docks,
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Gerard de Groot, The 60s Unplugged: A
Kaleidoscopic History of a Disorderly
Decade, (Harvard University Press, 2008).
Excellent, wide-ranging book covering
all aspects of 1960s culture, including the
significance of the British invasion as a
cultural phenomenon.
Barry Miles, The British Invasion: The
Music, The Times, The Era, (Sterling, 2009).
Useful introduction to the cultural scene of
the 1960s, and the impact of British music
on the United States.
James Perone, Mods, Rockers and the Music
of the British Invasion, (Prager, 2009).
Detailed look at the variety of musical
influences and genres emerging in Britain
and the United States during the 1960s.

THE MONARCHS: EDWARD VII
THE SHORT REIGN THAT DEFINED AN ERA
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K

nown as both the ‘Peacemaker’ and the
‘Playboy Prince’, Edward VII is an enigma. A
thoroughly modern monarch Edward VII was
the Uncle of Europe, the first truly constitutional
British sovereign and also the last sovereign to
exercise any real political power. Living for 59
years as the Prince of Wales, longer than any other
monarch (including Prince Charles), Edward’s
reign was short but influential. Dandy of the British
upper classes Golden Age, Edward was loved by
the British populace for his diplomatic skills, easygoing charm and, perhaps, his headline-grabbing
transgressions.
The eldest son of Queen Victoria and her
husband Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,
Edward was born the Duke of Cornwall and Duke
of Rothesay. Christened Albert Edward but known
to the family as Bertie, Edward was also the Prince
of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, Duke of Saxony and
the Prince of Wales, a title he would come to hold
longer than any of his predecessors. As direct heir to
the throne Edward was given an education fit for a
King but did not take to his studies as well as some
of his siblings and was thought to have rebelled
against the strict severity of his parents and tutors’
methods.
In atonement for the wild and wicked ways
of the previous long-time Prince of Wales, King
George IV, Edward was expected to grow into a
model constitutional monarch. But as soon as he
was free of formal education Edward set about
finding ways to enjoy himself and quickly found
himself with a reputation as a playboy prince. This
reputation was not helped when in 1861 under
the guise of getting ‘army experience’ in Ireland
Edward had a liaison with actress Nellie Clifden.
Prince Albert found out, was furious and travelled
to Cambridge to reprimand Edward. Albert died
just two weeks after his altercation with his son and
Queen Victoria is thought to have blamed Edward
for her beloved Albert’s death.
During the rest of his mother’s long reign
Edward was side-lined and excluded from
political power but, as his mother isolated herself
in mourning after Prince Albert’s death, Edward
took on most of Queen Victoria’s public duties
and represented Britain throughout the world.
Although Edward resented his mother’s withholding
of political influence in foreign policy he used
his position to his advantage, creating personal

KEY DATES
•
•
•
•

Edward VII was born on the 9th
November 1841 at Buckingham Palace.
He succeeded as King of Great Britain
and Ireland and Emperor of India on the
22nd January 1901, aged 59.
Edward married Alexandra, daughter of
King Christian IX of Denmark on the
10th of March 1863.
Edward died on the 6th May 1910 at
Buckingham Palace of pneumonia and a
heart attack having reigned just 9 years.

relationships with important players around the
world and cultivating his many family connections
in Europe. During an extensive tour of India in 1875
Edward pushed for the issuing of new guidance on
the treatment of native Indians by British officials
and, partly as a result of the tour’s success, Victoria
was given the title Empress of India by Parliament.
By his early twenties Edward’s marriage had
already been arranged and following an extensive
tour of the Middle East in 1862 he married
Alexandra on the 10th March 1863 at St George’s
Chapel, Windsor Castle. Because of tension
between Denmark and Germany, Edward and
Alexandra’s marriage was unpopular with some
but the marriage appeared to be a happy one and
the young couple regularly entertained on a lavish
scale. Edward became the pinnacle of London
society spending his time gambling, shooting,
sailing and enjoying good food and good wine.
Edward had six children with Princess
Alexandra of Denmark, two of which sadly died,
but in his devotion to a life of personal indulgence
he may have fathered many more children with a
number of mistresses. Some of Edward’s mistresses
were long-term, such as the actress Lily Langtry,
but he also enjoyed short affairs and visiting
prostitutes. Edward is said to have been a regular
in a series of legal Parisian brothels, most famously
Le Chabanais. During the middle years of his life
Edward found himself in financial difficulties but
thanks to some good investments and success as a
race-horse owner he was finally made solvent.
An extrovert and a charmer, Edward made
the monarchy more visible to the public than ever
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before by making constant ‘public appearances’,
opening Thames Embankment, Mersey Tunnel and
the Tower Bridge personally. A patron of the arts
and sciences, Edward hoped to ease class tension
in Britain with the opening of the Royal College of
Music. But where Edward went scandal was never
too far behind and thanks to a baccarat scandal
in which the prince was accused of playing an
illegal card game and endless revelations regarding
intimacies with women other than his wife the
relationship between Edward and his mother
remained strained.
In January 1910, Victoria died and Edward
stepped tardily up the throne as Edward VII.
Edward’s coronation was held on 9th August 1902
and from the outset Edward’s reign was focused
on changing foreign policy. Known as the ‘Uncle
of Europe’, Edward was able to use his family
connections to most of European royalty to engineer
alliances and agreements that were favourable to
British interests. In 1903 Edward managed to gain
the goodwill of the French, no small feat, and lay
the foundation of what would become the AngloFrench Entente Cordiale (1904) that ruled out any
aggression between the countries over colonies
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in North Africa. Not only that, Edward convinced
the French to begin active rearmament against the
military aggrandizement of Germany under Kaiser
Wilhelm II who, although he was his nephew,
Edward thoroughly despised.
Edward was not as deeply involved with politics
on home soil as he could have been but he did
play an active role in initiating military and naval
reforms. The failings of the Boer War had made it
clear to everyone that the British Army and Royal
Navy needed a complete overhaul. On social issues,
Edward’s views were notably liberal although
inconsistent. Edward repeatedly condemned
prejudice and discrimination on the basis of race
but did not support votes for women. He intended
to vote for Gladstone’s Representation of the People
Bill in 1884 but was persuaded to maintain an
objective stance.
During the final year of his reign Edward was
involved in a constitutional crisis. The House of
Lords majority, the Conservatives, refused to pass
the Liberal government’s ‘People’s Budget’ and the
King was forced to intervene. The January 1910
election resulted in a hung parliament eventually the
crisis led to the removal of the Lord’s right to veto

legislation.
Around 1908 Edward began to suffer from ill
health thought to be related to his heavy smoking
habit. Already suffering from severe bronchitis,
Edward VII had a series of heart attacks on the
6th of May 1910. He was put to bed, became
unconscious and died peacefully in his sleep.
His funeral held on the 20th May 1910 attracted
400,000 mourners including a delegate of the most
high-ranking royals and politicians in Europe.

Legacy Today
King Edward VII’s legacy is overwhelmingly
positive. Although forced to wait in the wings as far
as foreign policy went during Queen Victoria’s long
reign, as heir apparent Edward was the first King to
foster a truly public persona. The face of the British
monarchy at home and abroad long before he took
to the throne, Edward VII was a seasoned diplomat
and a smooth talker. To the chagrin of royal
biographers Edward VII ordered for his letters to be
destroyed after his death leaving much of the more
colourful detail of his private life up for speculation.
A devoted father, Edward prepared his son George
for an uncertain future perhaps foreseeing that
within four years of his death World War One would
devastate Europe.

•
•

Film & TV
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locations to Visit

The Lost Prince (2003) TV series
Mrs. Brown (1997)
1871 (1990)
Edward the King (1975) TV Series
The Pallisers (1974) TV series
Young Winston (1972)
Mayerling (1968)
Sixty Glorious Years (1938)

•
•

•

Further Research
•
•
•
•

Image of an Era 1841–1910
Hough, Richard (1992), Edward &
Alexandra: Their Private and Public Lives
Lee, Sidney (1927), King Edward VII: A
Biography

Ridley, Jane (2013) Bertie: A Life of Edward
VII
Hattersley, Roy (2004), The Edwardians
Thomas, Hugh and Hibbert, Christopher
(2007) Edward VII: The Last Victorian King
Bentley-Cranch, Dana (1992), Edward VII:
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Edward VII was born and died at
Buckingham Palace, London
Edward and his family lived between
Marlborough House in London and
Sandringham House in Norfolk. Both houses
are open to the public.
He is buried at St George’s Chapel in
Windsor Castle.

UNITED KINGDOM’S BEST VIEWS
TOP 10 MOST ICONIC VIEWS IN THE UK
By John Rabon

Sightseeing is unquestionably about seeing sights—it’s right there in the word itself—
and the United Kingdom has some of the most spectacular sights you’ll see. Whether
they’re ancient geographic marvels or man-made architectural wonders, you’ll get some
breathtaking views at many places up and down the British Isles. We’ve identified our top
ten favorites below, so be sure to tell us some your own in the comments and share some
pictures with us!
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Gold Hill
This is probably one of the most famous streets in
Britain. It’s famous to Britons because of its starring
role in a Hovis Bread commercial directed by
Ridley Scott in the 1970s. To those outside Britain
it’s more famous because it’s on every guidebook
or poster of Britain when publishers are looking
for an iconic English street scene. It really ticks all
the boxes old cottages, tumbling down a cobbled
hill, with a ruin on the side, all overlooking that
expansive and green Blackmore Vale.
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Palace of Westminster from
Westminster Bridge
It’s one of London’s most iconic views and
has been used to identify the city instantly in
photographs, television, and film. Walking the length
of Westminster Bridge towards Parliament, you’ll
get one of the best sights in the City. At least, you
will most of the time. The Palace of Westminster
and Elizabeth Tower are presently undergoing
renovations, so it’s not as desirable a view as one
would like.
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Giant’s Causeway
The result of ancient volcanic eruptions, the Giant’s
Causeway in Northern Ireland is comprised of about
40,000 interlocking basalt columns. The irregular
heights along with the perfect symmetry create a
natural wonder like no other in the British Islands.
Millions of years of weather have also worn down
some of the columns to create well-known features
such as the Shepherd’s Steps, the Chimney Stacks, the
Giant’s Harp, and more.
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London from The Shard
The best way to really see London is from its tallest
vantage point. Completed in 2012, The Shard is the
tallest building in London at 1,016 feet and offers
360-degree views from its observation deck on the
72nd floor. You’ll have to book a time to go up to
the deck, but there are multiple options to make
your experience there even more enjoyable. Hands
down you will not have a better view of London
than here.
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Loch Ness
You may not see the lake’s most famous inhabitant, but
Loch Ness is a beauty in its own right. Surrounded
by the Scottish Highlands, the twenty-three-mile-long
freshwater lake gives you the best of both worlds and,
as such, is one of the most picturesque places in the
whole country. There are plenty of wonderful vantage
points around Loch Ness’s shores, though we’d recommend a restaurant or pub for afternoon tea or a pint.

Edinburgh from King Arthur’s Seat
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The highest point of Holyrood Park,Arthur’s Seat
rises 823 feet above sea level to tower over the
Scottish capital. As a result, it provides one of the
most magnificent views of the city and its great
combination of greenery alongside ancient and modern
buildings. Unlike another city on this list, there aren’t
any skyscrapers disrupting your view of this ancient
metropolis and provides a much more beautiful sight.

Cheddar Gorge
As Scotland goes high, the Mendip Hills in Somerset
go low as the Cheddar Gorge cuts a deep path of
449 feet with tall cliffs on either side. Owned by the
Marquess of Bath on one side and the National Trust
on the other, both offer wonderful views from above
and below. On the Marquess’s side, there are also
plenty of caves to explore and lots of commercial
activity.
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Cambridge University from the
River Cam
Punting is one of the great activities one can find
in Cambridge, and it’s also the best way to see the
many colleges that comprise Cambridge University.
The river passes by many of the university’s most
famous buildings including King’s College, Queen’s
College, Clare College, St. John’s College, and the
Puente de los Suspiros, amongst others.
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White Cliffs of Dover
One of Britain’s most iconic natural locations,
the chalk cliff face reaches 350 feet and are best
viewed from the boat tours that go out into the
English Chanel. There are also great vantage points
at Samphire Hoe and East Cliff & Warren County
Park. If you want more of the Cliffs’ beauty, you
can check out the Seven Sisters in Sussex.
© Visit Britain Images

Tintern Abbey
Founded in 1311, Tintern Abbey fell prey to the
whims of King Henry VIII and became yet another
victim of the Dissolution of the Monasteries. After
the Abbey was emptied, it fell into ruin and became
a hollow shell of itself as the plant life took over. By
the 18th Century, it began to become fashionable
to visit the ruins, and it became a major focus of
artists and poets during the Romantic period. Today,
the grounds are much better kept and provide
sights just as beautiful as those that inspired the
59Romantics.

GREAT BRITISH ICONS
MCVITIE’S DIGESTIVE BISCUITS
By David Goodfellow
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W

hen surveys are taken of the most
popular sweet biscuits in the UK,
several names vie for the top position.
The usual winners are chocolate digestives and
Jaffa cakes, with Hobnobs and plain digestive
biscuits close behind. All these brands are made by
United Biscuits, once known as McVitie & Price,
a manufacturer with roots in the narrow streets
of 19th century Edinburgh. Founded by William
McVitie, the company was developed largely by
his grandson, Robert Jr., and Alexander Grant,
who began as an assistant and worked his way up
to eventually buy the company on the death of the
childless Robert Jr. Gaining status from creating
cakes for royal weddings, most recently the groom’s
cake for Prince William, the firm made it reputation
when it entered the digestive biscuit market in 1892,
with a biscuit of whole-wheat flour, sugar, fat, and
bicarbonate of soda. Although they were not the first
to promote these bland biscuits for upset stomachs,
they made ‘McVitie’s’ pseudonymous with them. In
1948 McVitie & Price merged with another Scottish
biscuit maker, Macfarlane, Lang, and Co., and they
became United Biscuits. Following an extended
period of expansion and acquisitions, United
Biscuits was sold to a Turkish food conglomerate in
2014.
Every second in the UK, 52 chocolate digestives
are eaten – usually with a nice cup of tea. These
come from a distinctive cylindrical package
carrying the name ‘McVities,’ one of 70 million
packets sold each year. There are competitors and
store-brands, but for most English people, only
McVities will do.
129 Rose Street, in Edinburgh, was the location
of the provisions shop opened in 1830 by William
McVitie and his son Robert. The family lived
upstairs, above the shop. Robert baked, and his
baked goods soon became popular enough to allow
the business to expand. Robert married in 1844,
and the couple had two sons, William, and Robert
Jr. Robert sent his sons to Europe to study baking,
and his business grew. By 1870 they had their
main factory at the upper end of Leith Road, one of
Edinburgh’s major streets. In 1875 Charles Edward
Price, a salesman with Cadbury – who were at that
time making their name in the cocoa and chocolate
business – joined Robert to form McVitie & Price
Ltd. In 1880 Robert died, leaving Robert Jr. the
business, and with Price, they began a program of

KEY FACTS
•
•
•
•

Made Britain’s most popular digestive
biscuit in 1892
Created the chocolate digestive in 1925
Grew to dominance under the guidance
of Alexander Grant
Merged with another company in 1948
to become United Biscuits

expansion. In 1888 they moved production to a new,
much larger plant, the St Andrews Biscuit Works on
Robertson Avenue in south-western Edinburgh. The
plant continued producing until 1969.
Today we have a vision of our ancestors
thriving on a diet of whole foods, uncontaminated
by chemicals, and creating robust good health
in the 19th century that was far from the truth.
As people moved from rural areas into the city,
to work in factories, their diet deteriorated, in
large part because of a lack of food standards,
so that adulteration – adding chalk to flour for
example – was wide-spread. Add to that a lack of
refrigeration, and it is easy to see why digestive
problems were widespread. In addition, although
there was the knowledge that the germ part of
wheat was nutritious, it had to be removed from
flour in the milling process because its high-protein
and fat content attracted microbes, and the flour
soon became rancid. In 1836 a certain Richard
‘Stoney’ Smith, a miller in Stone, Staffordshire,
developed a method for steaming the germ, making
it more stable, and with a longer life, which made
it possible for bakers to work with what they called
‘brown meal’, which was flour containing about
15% bran and germ. Stoney Smith went in a slightly
different direction, putting the steamed bran back
into his flour, created a rich ‘germ flour’ with which
he developed Hovis Bread, another staple food of
the British.
The calming effect on the stomach of bland food
with a high fiber content was known, and in 1839
two Scottish doctors created a recipe for a ‘digestive
biscuit’ using a brown meal, fat, and sugar. In 1851
a London-based manufacturer of digestive biscuits
was advertising in the medical journal The Lancet.
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By 1876 the English biscuit makers Huntley &
Palmers were producing digestive biscuits, and
recipes were beginning to appear in cookbooks.
Forres is a picturesque town in the north of
Scotland, near Inverness. In the 1880s the local
baker had an apprentice called Alexander Grant,
who had given up the possibility to be a law
clerk for a career with flour. In 1888 he moved to
Edinburgh and became an assistant at McVitie &
Price, working in their cellar bakery on Queensferry
Street. Whether he brought the recipe with him
or devised it himself is not known, but in 1892 he
created a digestive biscuit. Although little different
from the ones already available, the company
emphasized the digestive benefits of its bicarbonate
of soda content, found in all digestive biscuit
recipes as a rising agent. Since the recipe is still
today a trade secret, it is impossible to say if there is
a higher content of this well-known antacid than is
found in other recipes.
The company received a significant boost
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to their public profile when, in 1893, they were
honored with the right to create the wedding cake
for Prince George, Duke of York, to the German
Princess Victoria Mary of Teck. The Prince was
to become King George V, leading Britain during
WWI.
When the company expanded to the new St
Andrews Biscuit Works plant, Grant became
foreman of the cake department. In 1894 a fire
broke out in the factory, and it burned down.
While it was rebuilt, production was moved to a
temporary factory in Malton, Yorkshire, with Grant
in charge. On his return to Edinburgh Grant became
manager of the re-built plant. Charles Price retired
in 1901, and Grant, still in his 30’s, became general
manager. He and Price went to London to supervise
the building of a new factory in Harlesden, a
neighborhood in the north of London. In 1910
Robert McVitie died, but he was childless, making
it possible for Grant to purchase a controlling
interest in the firm.
During WWI McVitie & Price won the contract
to provide the biscuits for the ‘Iron Rations’ issued
to every soldier. This was emergency food should
the soldiers be cut off from their base, and it
consisted of 1 lb. Preserved meat; 3 oz. Cheese; 12
oz. biscuit; 5/8 oz. Tea; 2 oz. Sugar; 1/2 oz. Salt; 1
oz. Meat extract (Marmite). To meet the production
requirements, a new factory was opened in Salford,
Manchester in 1917.
Following the war, McVitie & Price continued
to grow and develop new products. In 1922 they
bought out another Edinburgh bakery, Simon
Henderson and Sons. Then in 1925, the rather
austere digestive was improved considerably by the
addition of a chocolate coating on one side – the
chocolate digestive was born. Research has shown
that besides the flavor benefit of this addition,
the chocolate coating keeps the biscuit intact for
longer when dunked in tea or coffee, clearly a
major advantage for the new product. This major
technical breakthrough was followed in 1927 with
a new product that remains as popular as chocolate
digestives, the Jaffa Cake. This is basically a lighter
sponge-type biscuit with marmalade sandwiched
between the biscuit and the chocolate coating.
The company began to concentrate on biscuits,
because of their portability and longevity. They
were carried around the Empire, and taken on
expeditions, with an endorsement from George

Binney, leader of the Oxford Arctic Expedition in
1924. By 1936 McVitie & Price had become one
of the largest biscuit manufacturers in the world,
employing nearly 2,000 people at the Harlesden
plant, plus significant numbers at their other
factories.
Grant proved to be a generous philanthropist,
donating £100,000 in 1923 to the compilation of the
national archives of Scotland, held at the Advocates
Library, Edinburgh. Throughout his life, he made
major endowments to a wide range of causes, from
the University of Edinburgh to a fund for retired
grocers. In 1924 he was made a Baronet for his
public service, with some controversy. He was
a life-long friend of the Prime Minister, Ramsey
McDonald, who was not rich, and who went to 10,
Downing Street on the bus. Grant gave the PM’s
office a Daimler, and McVitie shares to fund its
running, and it was rumored that this was the reason
for his Baronetcy. While attending the coronation
of George IV in 1937, he became ill and developed
pneumonia. He died shortly after.
Following WWII, in a period of austerity, the
product range, which had reached a high-point of
370 assorted biscuits and cakes, was slashed to just
10, most of which are still in production today. The
wedding of the future Queen Elizabeth to Prince
Phillip, in 1947, saw McVitie again creating the
wedding cake. Rationing meant that the butter and
other ingredients had to be sent as wedding presents
from overseas, but the end result was a cake over 8
feet tall.
The growth of McVitie & Price had been
paralleled by another Edinburgh company,
Macfarlane, Lang and Co. Starting in 1817, they too
had grown to have a factory in London, and in 1948
the two firms merged, becoming United Biscuits.

During the 1960s and 70s the company embarked
on a path of ambitious growth by acquisition, taking
over William Crawford & Sons, known for the
shortbread; William MacDonald & Sons, creators
of the Penguin biscuit; Carr’s of Carlisle, makers
of Carr’s Water Biscuits, and expanding into the
US, buying Keebler Company in 1974 and selling it
again in 1995 for ten times the purchase price. Their
last major popular introduction was the Hobnob,
an oatmeal biscuit created in 1985, which figures
among the top five popular biscuits today.
In 2000 United Biscuits was itself acquired
by Finalrealm, an investors’ consortium, and then
went on to buy Jacob’s Biscuit Group. Further sales
and acquisitions followed, culminating in 2014
with the sale of United Biscuits to the Turkish food
consortium Yildiz Holding, the second-largest sweet
biscuit company in the world.

Sites to Visit
Chocolate digestive biscuits and other popular
McVitie products can be found in every British
supermarket and corner store.
129 Rose Street is today the same building it was in
1830, and the area is now a popular shopping and
bar-hopping neighborhood.
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IT’S BUCKETING DOWN - WORDS FOR RAIN
It’s chucking it down - Heavy and
constant rain.

Britain is known as a rainy country, despite
the fact that it doesn’t get any more rain
than say, Seattle. But it’s true that Britain is
very wet. Their soggy maritime climate has
shaped their history and culture, and it’s
no surprise that like the Inuit with multiple
words to describe snow, the British also
have many different phrases to describe
the different kinds of rain. Here are our
favorites.

It’s siling/syling down (N. England)
- A heavy rain.
Sea Fret - A wet mist or haze that comes
inland from the sea (see Mizzly)
Smirr - A Scottish term for an extremely
fine and misty rain that comes from a poem
by George Campbell Hay.

Pissing down - In America, variations
of the word ‘piss’ are considered quite
coarse language, it’s not so in Britain, it’s a
much softer connotation. Pissing down is
torrential rain.

Scotch mist - A thick mist and drizzling
rain.
Letty - A West Country term that says
that there is just enough rain to make
outdoor work impossible (coming from a
word that once meant disallow).

Bucketing down - A nice way of saying
‘pissing down’ - raining very hard.
Tipping Down - Raining heavily.

Cow-quaker - A sudden massive
rainstorm characteristic during the month
of May when the cows are traditionally let
back on the fields.

Mizzly - A common Cornish phrase for
rain - it’s a misty rain that seems to settle
on the landscape. It’s doesn’t feel like it’s
actively raining, but everything is wet.

Snell - A Scottish phrase for a very, very
cold rain.

Spitting - Very light rain - with only a few
drops at a time.

Smizzle - A Scottish phrase for a light rain.
Plothering - A phrase often used in the
Midlands or Northeast that describes is
heavy rain that, well, plothers (the sound it
makes hitting the ground).

Duke of Spain - Cockney Ryhming Slang
for rain.
Raining forks’tiyunsdown’ards - A
colorful Lincolnshire phrase meaning heavy
rain like it’s raining pitchforks.

Lovely weather for ducks! - A jovial
phrase that the terrible weather must be
good for something at least - like Ducks.
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